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ABSTRACT

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN UNREGULATED DC-DC
TRANSFORMER MODULE USING LLC RESONANT CONVERTER

Alemdar, Öztürk Şahin
M.S., Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Supervisor: Assist. Prof. Dr. Ozan Keysan
December 2016, 137 pages

A traditional high-power front-end DC-DC converter can be replaced with an array
of paralleled standardized converter modules when modular design is applied.
Modular front-end DC-DC converters represent many desirable properties such as
expandability of output power capacity, redundancy implementation, simplified
thermal management, and reduced design cost. However, in order to benefit from
modular design, load current sharing must be accomplished among the paralleled
modules. In this thesis, an LLC resonant converter is proposed as an unregulated
DC-DC transformer (DCX) module for modular front-end DC-DC converter
applications. In order to achieve current sharing capability, the droop current sharing
method is employed in the LLC DCX module. To implement the droop method,
both voltage feedback loop of the converter and inherent gain characteristic of the
LLC resonant converter topology are utilized. To select the circuit components of
the proposed module, a methodical design process is presented. Practical design
considerations including planar transformer implementation, secondary-side
rectifier

selection,

primary-side

MOSFET

v

selection

and

control

loop

implementation are investigated. A 500kHz 200W LLC DCX module converting
360-400VDC input to 12.5-11.75VDC output is built and its performance
characteristics are demonstrated. The dimension of the module is 106mm × 61mm
× 13mm and it achieves 89.9% efficiency at full load. A two-module array 400W
front-end DC-DC converter and a three-module 400W front-end DC-DC converter
having 2+1 redundancy configuration are implemented to demonstrate both steadystate and transient current sharing performance of the proposed module.

Keywords: LLC resonant converter, DC-DC transformer, DCX, current sharing,
modular power converter.
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ÖZ

LLC REZONANT ÇEVİRİCİ KULLANARAK REGÜLE OLMAYAN DA-DA
TRAFO TASARIMI VE GERÇEKLENMESİ
Alemdar, Öztürk Şahin
Yüksek Lisans, Elektrik ve Elektronik Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Ozan Keysan
Aralık 2016, 137 sayfa

Modüler tasarım sayesinde geleneksel yüksek güçlü bir ön-uç DA-DA çevirici,
birbirine parallel standart çevirici modüllerinden oluşan bir dizi ile yer
değiştirilebilir. Modüler ön-uç DA-DA çeviriciler çıkış gücünün arttırılabilir olması,
yedeklilik uygulanabilmesi, basit ısıl yönetim, düşük tasarım maliyeti gibi birçok
istenen özelliğe sahiptirler. Ancak, modüler tasarımdan fayda sağlanması için
birbirine parallel modüller arasında yük akımı paylaşımı sağlanmalıdır. Bu tez
çalışmasında, LLC rezonant çeviricinin modüler ön-uç DA-DA çevirici
uygulamalarında regüle olmayan bir DA-DA trafo (DCX) olarak kullanılması
önerilmiştir. LLC DCX modüle akım paylaşım kabiliyetinin kazandırılması için
gerilim düşümü akım paylaşım yöntemi kullanılmıştır. Gerilim düşümü yönteminin
uygulanmasında gerilim geri besleme döngüsü ve LLC rezonant çeviricinin kendine
has kazanç karakteristiği kullanılmıştır. Önerilen modülün devre elemanlarının
belirlenmesi için sistemli bir tasarım süreci sunulmuştur. Düzlemsel trafonun
gerçeklenmesini, sekonder taraf için doğrultucu seçimini, primer taraf için
MOSFET seçimini ve kontrol döngüsünün gerçeklenmesini içeren pratik tasarım
konuları incelenmiştir. 360-400VDA giriş gerilimini 12.5-11.75VDA çıkış
gerilimine çeviren 500kHz 200W’lık bir LLC DCX modül ortaya konmuş ve bu
modülün performans karakteristikleri sunulmuştur. 106mm × 61mm × 13mm
vii

ölçülere sahip modülün verimi tam yükte %89.9 olarak ölçülmüştür. Önerilen
modülün

sürekli

ve

süreksiz

durumda

akım

paylaşım

performansının

gözlemlenmesi amacıyla iki modülden oluşan 400W’lık ön-uç DA-DA çevirici ile
üç modülden oluşan 2+1 yedeklilik yapısına sahip 400W’lık ön-uç DA-DA çevirici
gerçeklenmiştir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: LLC rezonant çevirici, DA-DA trafo, DCX, akım paylaşımı,
modüler güç çevirici.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

DC Distributed Power Systems

Technological progress in electronic systems continuously demands more improved
capabilities from power supplies. Power supplies play a critical role in the overall
performance and the reliability of many critical systems such as; computer systems,
network systems, telecommunication systems and aerospace & defense systems.
High efficiency, high power density, improved reliability and cost-effectiveness are
the ever-present design requirements of power supplies. In order to meet these
requirements, power supplies mainly leverage the advances in power device
technology, passive component technology, packaging technology, cooling
technology and control technology [1].
In addition to the technological advances, power supply architecture has undergone
significant changes to meet design requirements. For example, instead of single
stage centralized power systems, Distributed Power Systems (DPS) are widely
adopted in modern power supplies thanks to their modular design [2, 3]. A typical
DPS with intermediate bus architecture employs power factor correction (PFC)
converter, front-end DC/DC converter and multiple point-of-load converters (PoL)
as shown in Fig. 1-1(a). In this system, the PFC converter carries out AC/DC
rectification and shapes the input current of the power supply to maximize the real
power drawn from the mains. The most popular PFC converter is certainly the Boost
PFC converter which has 400VDC output voltage [4, 5]. The front-end DC/DC
converter is cascaded with the PFC converter stage and it provides isolated low
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voltage distribution bus with step down operation. Generally, the bus voltage level
is 12VDC for computer systems, 28VDC for aerospace & defense systems and
48VDC for telecommunication systems. Lastly, PoLs are connected to the low
voltage intermediate bus to generate voltage levels required for load subsystems. In
order to obtain tight voltage regulation and improved transient/dynamic response,
PoLs are usually placed in the close vicinity of the loads.
Building blocks of the DPS architecture can be configured as an array of paralleled
standardized converter modules with modular approach as shown in Fig. 1-1(b).
Both high voltage and low voltage intermediate busses between these blocks make
implementation of module arrays easier. In the literature, configuring a power
supply or converter as a module array is usually referred as modular power system
or multi-module power system. In such a configuration, several individual modules

(a)

(b)
Fig. 1-1. (a) Distributed Power System. (b) DPS with modular approach.
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share the load current, thus power processing is distributed among many paralleled
units. This means traditional high-power centralized power converter is replaced
with a cluster of low power modules. Such a modular power converter offers the
following benefits arising from parallel configuration [2]:


Scalability: Scalability is the ability of a system to handle growing volumes
of work or its potential to be enlarged in order to accommodate an increasing
number of elements [6]. For a power converter, scalability can be defined as
the ability to expand its output power capacity in accordance with changing
load requirements. By increasing or decreasing the number of paralleled
modules, the output power capacity of a modular power converter can be
increased or reduced accordingly, which makes modular power converters
scalable systems. After designing standardized off-the-shelf modules,
various number of modules can easily be combined to meet new capacity
requirements.



Redundancy & Reliability: A system has redundancy if it contains spare
elements that will be employed in case of a failure in the elements that must
work to fulfil the required function [7]. Redundancy ensures continuity of
operation of a system under fault conditions. Therefore, redundancy
implementation increases reliability of the system which can be defined as
the probability that it will perform its required function under given
conditions for a stated time interval [7]. Redundancy implementation
becomes possible in power converters with modular design. A modular
power converter can continue to operate in case of failures in the array by
the addition of spare or in other words redundant modules. Generally power
converters are configured as N+k modules, where N is the minimum number
of modules required for the output capacity and k is the number of redundant
modules. In such a configuration, power converter can tolerate k failures
before it fails. Redundant modules increase the reliability of the power
converter significantly. Furthermore, paralleling reduces electrical and
thermal stresses on semiconductors and passive components which increases
the reliability.
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Thermal Management: Heat generated by semiconductors and passive
components must be dissipated in order to carry on continues safe operation
of power converters. Also, achieving low working temperatures improves
reliability of power converters [8]. In a modular power converter, power
processing is distributed among the modules and hence heat sources are
distributed. This means possible hot spots are prevented and heat releasing
components have larger volume and surface area, which increases
conductive and convective heat dissipation. Therefore, the need for
expensive liquid or forced air cooling technologies can be eliminated, which
simplifies thermal management in modular power converters.



Cost-effectiveness: Centralized power converters are custom-designed
products which have long design cycles, resulting in high engineering cost.
Also, expensive high power components, protection circuits and cooling
equipment increase the cost of these power converters. Designing a modular
power converter actually implies designing a standardized module that can
be combined in several ways to meet a unique need. When standardized
modules are available, design of a modular power converter turns out to be
a straightforward task, which reduces the engineering cost. Moreover, being
able to use relatively inexpensive low-rating devices and cooling equipment
may decrease the bill of materials cost.

As mentioned above, modular power systems have many desirable features.
However, in order to benefit from modular configuration, load current sharing
among the converter modules should be implemented. Power converters do not
share the load current inherently when they are paralleled. Unless forced current
sharing is implemented in the converter array, load sharing among the modules is
determined by no-load output voltage set point and output resistance of each
converter module. Even if standardized modules are used, mismatches still exist due
to component tolerances. Because of these mismatches, some of the converter
modules may deliver a disproportionate fraction of the load current. A module with
higher output voltage will tend to have higher output current up to its current limit
setting. Although each module delivers some current, total output current will be
shared unequally among the modules.
4

A modular front-end DC/DC converter is shown in Fig. 1-2 to demonstrate inherent
current sharing performance of the modules. Vo1, Vo2, Vo3, Vo4 and Ro1, Ro2, Ro3, Ro4
are no-load output voltage set points and output resistances of the converter modules
respectively. Vo is the output voltage level established by the module array which is
also the input voltage of the PoLs on the system. Total output current, Io, is delivered
by the sum of each module’s output current: Io1, Io2, Io3 and Io4. It is clear that current
proportions delivered by the modules may differ significantly unless forced current
sharing control is designed into the array.
In a current-sharing array, the modules deliver almost the same amount of power.
Therefore, power derating taken into account during the design of a module can be
minimized. Also, modules tend to have similar working temperatures during
operation due to the equal distribution of loading. As a result, modules have similar
service lives resulting in improved overall reliability. Therefore, in a converter array,
individual modules must be designed to deliver load current equally in order to take
advantages of parallel operation.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 1-2. (a) Modular front-end DC/DC converter. (b) Current sharing without forced
current sharing control.
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1.2.

Modular Front-end DC-DC Converter

Traditional front-end DC/DC converter is a regulated single- or multiple-output
converter for providing required power to load subsystems directly as shown in Fig.
1-3 and Fig. 1-4. It includes a transformer to fulfill isolation and voltage step down
operation. However, this centralized structure becomes ineffective in terms of
efficiency and power density as the output power and/or the number of output
voltages is increased. Thus, DPS approach with modular configuration can be
applied to improve the overall performance of the converter.
In a DPS structure, power processing functions are distributed among the converter
blocks. The front-end DC/DC converter provides an isolated low voltage
distribution bus to power the non-isolated PoLs which are employed for voltage
generation and regulation. Being single-output makes implementation of modular
design easier for the front-end DC/DC converter. In addition, once the PoLs are

(b)

(a)

Fig. 1-3. (a) Sample single output power supply: MEAN WELL RCP-1000-48 [9]. (b)
Block diagram of RCP-1000-48.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 1-4. (a) Sample multiple output power supply: MEAN WELL IPC-300A [10]. (b)
Block diagram of IPC-300A.
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assigned to regulation, the front-end DC/DC converter can be designed as a semiregulated or unregulated converter, which allows design optimization to achieve the
highest efficiency [11, 12].
Once the front-end DC/DC converter can be configured as an unregulated, singleoutput DC/DC converter, it can be replaced by a “bus converter” or a “DC/DC
transformer (DCX)” [13, 14] that is a hard-switching or soft-switching converter
which is optimized for a single conversion ratio. PoLs generally accept the input
voltage with a margin of ±10% [11]. Therefore, unregulated bus voltage can be
adopted at the input of the PoLs when the required bus voltage range is provided by
the front-end DC/DC converter. DCX can be made very efficient with high power
density [15, 16]. Moreover, DCX can easily be implemented using modular design.
Standardized DCX modules can be combined as an array to take advantages of
modular design addressed in Chapter 1.1. By using DCX modules, the front-end
DC/DC converter can be designed modularly as shown in Fig 1-5.

Fig. 1-5. Modular front-end DC/DC converter based on DCX modules.
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Interleaving technique can also be employed to realize modular design in front-end
DC/DC converters [17, 21]. Standardized modules can be combined in various
multiphase configurations to implement interleaved structure. Interleaving have the
following advantages [20]:


Output capacity of the converter can be expanded by adding parallel phases.



Using phase-shedding technique, unneeded phases can be shut down to
enhance light load efficiency.



Output filter capacitor size can be reduced due to the current ripple
cancellation achieved by the interleaving technique.

However, there are also a few disadvantages; a multi-module interleaved converter
employs a single, centralized controller, an analog IC or a DSP, which is located in
one of the modules in the array. This centralized controller, which is presented in
Fig. 1-6, generates gate driving signals (DS1-DS6) distributed through the array.
Also, in order to implement load current sharing among the paralleled modules,
current amount supplied by each module must be processed in the controller.
Generally, current sense signals (CS1-CS3) are gathered from the modules for this
purpose. As a result, wire connection is required between the paralleled modules.
When modular configuration is considered, interleaving technique suffers from
reduced reliability due to the centralized controller. Also, the number of control and
sense signals changes when the number of modules is increased or decreased. This
situation requires rearrangements in the controller of the module array resulting in
reduced flexibility in design. In addition, physical implementation of the array is not
a trivial task due to the wire connection between the modules. In order to overcome
these problems, converter modules have to be configured as “democratic” modules
in the modular front-end DC/DC converter. Democratic means each module will
operate as a standalone unit in the array independently without any communication
or wire connection [22]. Democratic configuration also makes possible the
implementation of true N+1 redundant arrays. In the event of a module failure,
remaining modules can continue to operate properly as any interconnection is not
required.
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Fig. 1-6. Modular front-end DC/DC converter based on interleaved modules.

In order to implement a democratic array, current sharing method applied into the
array must also be democratic. One of the commonly employed democratic current
sharing method is the droop method which is fairly simple and inexpensive to
implement [22]. A DCX array with current sharing capability can easily be
implemented by using this method. A democratic DCX array not only allows for
implementation of redundancy but also high efficiency and high power density can
easily be achieved in the modular front-end DC/DC converter design.
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1.3.

Power Supply Architecture in Phased-array Radar Systems

Modular front-end DC/DC converters are widely adopted in power supplies of
military systems, such as, communication, navigation and radar systems. Especially,
in radar systems, modular configuration comes into prominence as the total power
demand increases. A phased-array radar is an electronically scanned radar which
means instead of moving the radar antenna physically, the radio signal beam
produced by the radar antenna is steered electronically in order to scan a volume of
space. In order to form the beam, an array of several hundred of transmit/receive
modules (T/R modules) comprising an antenna is employed by the radar system. An
example six-module system is illustrated in Fig. 1-7. As shown in Fig. 1-7, each
module in the array transmits with a time/phase delay in order to produce the main
beam in the desired pointing direction by using superposition of waves.

Fig. 1-7. Six-module phased-array radar system [23].
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When DPS architecture is adopted to power such a radar system, a single nonisolated PoL is employed to feed a small group of T/R modules, typically two to
eight, and PoLs are distributed throughout the array [24]. The PoLs can be mounted
on the same baseplate as the T/R modules so as to improve both voltage regulation
and dynamic step response. Generally, voltage level required by the T/R modules is
around 10VDC or less. As a result, the low voltage bus level can be determined as
12VDC. In order to provide the isolated low voltage bus, a modular front-end
DC/DC converter based on DCX modules can be employed after the PFC converter.
A part of DPS architecture developed for a phased-array radar system is shown in
Fig. 1-8.

Fig. 1-8. DPS architecture developed for a phased-array radar system.
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1.4.

LLC Resonant Converter for DCX Module Design

In this study, an LLC resonant converter, which is shown in Fig. 1-9, is proposed as
an unregulated DCX module to build the modular front-end DC/DC converter for
the application addressed in Chapter 1.3. A 200W LLC DCX module having 360400VDC input and 12VDC (12.5VDC-11.75VDC) output is designed. The
converter has a half-bridge configuration with center-tapped transformer and also
low forward voltage drop diodes are employed as secondary-side rectifiers.
The LLC resonant converter is a multi-resonant converter and frequency modulation
is used to control the converter. It utilizes three passive components: resonant
inductor Lr, resonant capacitor Cr and transformer magnetizing inductance Lm to
fulfill the power conversion with variable frequency control. Since the resonant tank
consists of three elements, there exist two resonant frequencies, fr1 and fr2, in this
converter. One is the resonant frequency of Cr and Lr, the other one is the resonant
frequency of Cr and sum of Lr and Lm [25];
=

=

1

(1-1)

2
1

2

(

+

)

(1-2)

Generally, fr1 is referred to as the resonant frequency of the LLC resonant converter
which is abbreviated as f0 in the literature. It is clear that fr1 is greater than fr2.

Fig. 1-9. LLC resonant converter.
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A typical voltage gain characteristic of the LLC resonant converter is shown in Fig.
1-10. As seen from Fig. 1-10, with variable frequency control, conversion gain of
the converter can be manipulated. Also, voltage gain characteristic of the converter
is load-dependent. As load is reduced, peak gain obtained from the resonant tank
increases and it moves close to the fr2. Gain of the resonant tank is equal to unity
when switching frequency of the converter fsw is equal to the resonant frequency fr1.
Unity gain is obtained at the resonant frequency regardless of the load condition of
the converter. From the voltage gain characteristic of the converter, it can be seen
that the LLC resonant converter can provide a voltage gain both greater than unity
and lower than unity. Therefore, it has both boost and buck characteristic.
The LLC resonant converter has three operational modes depending on the
switching frequency, fsw, [26]:


Operation at resonance, the converter works exactly at fsw = fr1



Below-resonance operation, the converter works at a frequency fr2 < fsw < fr1



Above-resonance operation, the converter works at a frequency fsw > fr1
3
No Load
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1
fsw/fr1

Fig. 1-10. Voltage gain characteristic of the LLC resonant converter.
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5

1.4.1. Operation at Resonance
The first mode is the operation at the resonant frequency. The operating point of the
LLC resonant converter in this mode is shown in Fig. 1-11. Fig. 1-12 illustrates
critical current and voltage waveforms through the converter for this operation
mode.
In this mode, the switching period of the converter is exactly equal to the resonant
period. The magnetizing inductance never resonates and the voltage gain obtained
from the resonant tank is equal to unity. The peak efficiency of the LLC resonant
converter is achieved in this mode [11]. Primary-side and secondary-side RMS
currents are the lowest. Primary-side switches achieve zero voltage switching (ZVS)
and secondary-side switches achieve zero current switching (ZCS).
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Fig. 1-11. Operating point of the LLC resonant converter at resonance.
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Fig. 1-12. Current and voltage waveforms of the LLC resonant converter at resonance.
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1.4.2. Below-resonance Operation
The second mode is the operation at below resonance. The operating region of the
LLC resonant converter in this mode and the waveforms through the converter are
shown in Fig. 1-13 and Fig. 1-14 respectively.
In this operating mode, the switching period is longer than the resonant period. The
magnetizing inductance resonates and the multi-resonant nature of the converter
appears. The resonant tank provides a voltage gain higher than unity. Primary-side
switches achieve zero voltage switching (ZVS) and secondary-side switches achieve
zero current switching (ZCS). As shown in Fig. 1-14, the peak value of the resonant
current circulating through the Lm is larger in this operating mode resulting in higher
conduction losses through the converter.
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Fig. 1-13. Operating region of the LLC resonant converter at below resonance.
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Fig. 1-14. Current and voltage waveforms of the LLC resonant converter at below
resonance.
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1.4.3. Above-resonance Operation
The third mode is the operation at above resonance. The operating region of the LLC
resonant converter in this mode and the waveforms through the converter are shown
in Fig. 1-15 and Fig. 1-16 respectively.
In this operating mode, the switching period is shorter than the resonant period. The
magnetizing inductance never resonates. The voltage drop across the series Cr-Lr
tank becomes positive at frequencies above the resonant frequency. Therefore, the
resonant tank provides a voltage gain lower than unity. Primary-side switches
achieve zero voltage switching (ZVS). However, as shown in Fig. 1-16, turn off
current of the primary-side switches are higher in this operating mode resulting in
higher switching losses in the primary-side switches. In addition, secondary-side
switches cannot achieve zero current switching (ZCS) [68].
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Fig. 1-15. Operating region of the LLC resonant converter at above resonance.
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Fig. 1-16. Current and voltage waveforms of the LLC resonant converter at above
resonance.

1.5.

Literature Review

The LLC resonant converter is an attractive candidate for implementing an
unregulated DCX module [27, 28]. Primary-side switches of the LLC resonant
converter can achieve zero voltage switching (ZVS) for no load to full load range.
The energy required for the ZVS transitions occurring in primary-side switches is
provided by the magnetizing inductance of the transformer and does not depend on
the load current. In addition, turn off current of the primary-side switches are low.
These two characteristics diminish the switching loss of this converter significantly.
Moreover, secondary-side rectifiers can achieve zero current switching (ZCS), so
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reverse recovery loss associated with these rectifiers are minimal. As a result, the
LLC resonant converter can achieve very high efficiency levels while operating at
very high switching frequencies such as 1MHz [29, 30]. The switching frequency
determines the size of a power converter, the converter size decreases with
increasing frequency.
The LLC resonant converter was designed as a DCX in previous literatures [11, 12,
15, 16, 31-33]. LLC DCX operating at the resonant frequency to achieve the highest
efficiency is presented in [16]. Similarly, in [31], LLC DCX converter based on GaN
devices is designed and constant resonant frequency operation is realized. However,
in practical implementation, Lr and Cr always have some tolerances. Moreover,
component parameters change with aging. As a result, operating at the calculated
resonant frequency at all time is not possible [11]. A novel resonant frequency
tracking method is proposed in [11] to solve this issue. Previous studies [11, 16, 31]
focus on a single LLC DCX converter but array operation and current sharing topics
are not addressed.
Previous studies are generally focused on current sharing methods developed for
interleaved LLC resonant converter modules. Output plane analysis of some
resonant converters was presented in [34] and it is shown that a resonant converter
having load dependent regulation characteristic possess current sharing ability.
Inherent current sharing ability of the LLC resonant converter was presented in [17].
The negative load characteristic of the LLC resonant converter makes
implementation of a current-sharing array possible. Load sharing characteristics of
a three phase interleaved LLC resonant converter was addressed in [18]. It is stated
that any mismatch between the resonant tank components of the interleaved modules
can lead to serious imbalance in current sharing. To solve this problem, star
connection of transformer primary windings of three modules is proposed in [18].
A two-phase multi-module LLC resonant converter employing current-controlled
inductor to deal with component mismatch issue was presented in [19]. An active
approach depending on average current mode control is proposed in [21] for multimodule interleaved LLC resonant converter to solve the same problem. The
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proposed current sharing methods in [18-21] are not applicable for the design of a
democratic DCX module because of the reasons addressed in Chapter 1.2.
Design of an unregulated LLC DCX module with current sharing capability was
presented in [35]. In order to use the droop current sharing method, a notch filter
structure with an additional inductor and capacitor is utilized in cascaded with the
resonant tank of the converter. Using additional components is not a good practice
as it degrades efficiency and power density.
1.6.

Thesis Outline

This thesis is divided into six chapters and organized as follows:
Chapter 1 introduces the concept of DPS, modularity in front-end DC-DC
converters and the power architecture in the phased-array radar systems. It includes
a brief overview of the LLC resonant converter topology.
In Chapter 2, the droop current sharing method is investigated for the LLC resonant
converter. Droop voltage implementation is described for the proposed LLC DCX
converter.
In Chapter 3, a methodical design process is presented for the selection of the
resonant tank components of the proposed LLC DCX converter.
In Chapter 4, implementation of the proposed LLC DCX converter is presented.
Practical design considerations for implementing a low-profile, high performance
LLC DCX converter are provided.
In Chapter 5, experimental results are presented for the 500kHz, 200W LLC DCX
module having 360-410VDC input and 12.5-11.75VDC output. Current sharing
performance of the proposed module is demonstrated using a two-module array
400W front-end DC/DC converter. In addition, a three-module array which has 2+1
redundancy configuration is implemented to observe current sharing performance
of the modular front-end DC/DC converter.
Finally, Chapter 6 is the conclusion chapter and some possible future works are
outlined.
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CHAPTER 2

DESIGN OF CURRENT SHARING METHOD

In previous chapter, the importance of load current sharing in a modular power
converter was discussed. To implement a current-sharing array, individual modules
must be designed to deliver load current equally. Droop current sharing method is
employed in the proposed LLC DCX converter for this purpose. In this chapter,
firstly, the droop method will be reviewed and designed for the LLC DCX converter.
Secondly, some implementation techniques used for this method will be
investigated. Lastly, closed-loop control method, which is utilized to implement the
droop method will be presented.
2.1.

Droop Current Sharing Method

In droop current sharing method, current sharing is achieved by load regulation
characteristics of the paralleled converters [22]. Fig. 2-1 shows parallel connection
of two power converters in order to demonstrate the droop method. As shown in Fig.
2-1, in this method, current sharing among the converters is determined by either
the difference between the no-load output voltage set points or the difference
between the slopes of the load regulation characteristics of the converters. Due to
the mismatches in these parameters, the power converter #1 delivers slightly more
load current than the power converter #2. In order to achieve an acceptable current
sharing accuracy, i.e. the difference between the current amount delivered by
individual modules, load regulation characteristic of the modules must be properly
designed.
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Paralleled converters shown in Fig. 2-1 have mismatched load regulation
characteristics due to the tolerances of the employed components which is
unavoidable. The effect of the mismatch in the output voltage set points on current
sharing accuracy is illustrated in Fig. 2-2, whereas the effect of the load regulation
slope on current sharing accuracy is illustrated in Fig. 2-3. It should be noted that
the slopes of the load regulation characteristics are assumed to be the same for the
paralleled converters.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2-1. (a) Parallel connection of two power converters. (b) Load regulation
characteristics of the paralleled converters.
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Fig. 2-2. Effect of the mismatch in output voltage set points on current sharing accuracy:
(a) Large mismatch. (b) Small mismatch. (c) No mismatch [22].

Fig. 2-3. Effect of the load regulation slope on current sharing accuracy: (a) Large slope.
(b) Small slope. (c) Zero slope [22].
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As can be seen from Fig. 2-2, the current sharing accuracy improves as the mismatch
in the output voltage set point decreases. Paralleled converters share the load current
equally when the output voltage set points are matched, as shown in Fig. 2-2(c). As
can be seen from Fig. 2-3, the current sharing accuracy in the array can also be
improved by increasing the slope of the load regulation characteristics. When power
converters with ideal load regulation characteristics are paralleled, load current
cannot be shared among the converters, the converter with the highest output voltage
delivers the entire load current, as shown in Fig. 2-3(c).
The output voltage set point mismatching is caused by tolerances of the components
used in the output voltage feedback loop and it is unavoidable. From the industrial
practice, the output voltage set point accuracy is generally ±1%. For a 12V
commercial power converter product, the output voltage set point lies between
11.88V and 12.12V [36] [37]. In order to implement the droop method, pre-selection
of the output voltage set point accuracy can be adopted as a design approach. Then,
the required load regulation slope can be determined to ensure the specified current
sharing accuracy. Achieving a current sharing accuracy of 10% is a good practice
[22]. The best possible current sharing accuracy for a predetermined output voltage
set point mismatching is achieved when the load regulation slope is maximized, as
shown in Fig. 2-3. However, it should be noted that there is a trade-off between the
slope and the load regulation range. Output voltage droop increases as the load
regulation slope becomes steeper.
The desired load regulation characteristic of the LLC DCX module to implement
the droop method is shown in Fig. 2-4.
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Fig. 2-4. Load regulation characteristic of the LLC DCX module.

The droop voltage, Vd, and the droop resistance, Rd, are defined as;
=

−
=

(2-1)
(2-2)

where VNL and VFL are the no load and full load output voltage respectively and IFL
is the full load current.
Load regulation characteristics of N LLC DCX modules connected in parallel as an
array are illustrated in Fig. 2-5. The array share the total output current, Iot. It can be
seen that the load regulation characteristics of the modules lie within the defined
output voltage set point accuracy range ±ΔVo(SP). The module with the highest
output voltage set point delivers the highest current, IH, whereas the one with the
lowest output voltage set point delivers the lowest current, IL.

Fig. 2-5. Load regulation characteristics of N LLC DCX modules connected in parallel.
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From Fig. 2-5, the current sharing accuracy of the paralleled modules is determined
by their output voltage set point mismatching. The difference between the highest
and the lowest module current is defined as;
∆

_

=

2∗Δ

(

)

(2-3)

The maximum relative current sharing error can be defined as [22];
=

∆

_

(2-4)

/

Iot/N is equal to the full load current of the single module;
/

(2-5)

=

From Eq. (2-3), (2-4) and (2-5), the maximum relative current sharing error can be
redefined as [22];
=

2∗

(

)

(2-6)

For the array of the LLC DCX modules, the current sharing error is specified as
10%. For a good trade-off between the output voltage set point accuracy and the
required droop voltage, the output voltage set point accuracy is determined as ±0.3%
for the designed LLC DCX module. From Eq. (2-6), the minimum required droop
voltage can be calculated as 0.75V when the output voltage set point is selected as
12.5V for the module.
The output voltage range of the LLC DCX module is positioned such that the output
voltage is 12.5V at no load and 11.75V at full load condition to achieve the specified
current sharing error. Fig. 2-6 shows the required droop characteristic to implement
the droop method.
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Fig. 2-6. Required droop characteristic for the LLC DCX module.

The required droop characteristic, in other words, the required droop voltage can be
implemented in several ways [35]:


By using inherent load regulation characteristic of the converter



By using resonant tank of the converter



By using voltage feedback loop of the converter

Next, these methods will be investigated for the proposed LLC DCX converter.
2.2.

Droop Voltage Implementation by using Inherent Load Regulation

Characteristic
To achieve the current sharing error of 10%, the required droop voltage of 0.75V
may be realized by the equivalent output resistance and secondary-side rectifier of
the LLC DCX module. When it is designed as a DCX, the LLC resonant converter
is usually open loop designed and operated at the resonant frequency to maximize
the conversion efficiency. When such a configuration is selected for the designed
LLC DCX module, the voltage gain of the resonant tank, Mg, turns out to be unity.
Mg is defined as;
=

2∗

∗

(2-7)

where Vo' is the resonant tank output voltage, Vin is the input voltage and n is the
transformer turn ratio.
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In such a configuration, the DC equivalent circuit of the LLC resonant converter can
be drawn as shown in Fig. 2-7.

Fig. 2-7. DC equivalent circuit of the LLC resonant converter at fixed resonant frequency
operation.

The equivalent output resistance, Ro, depends on the on-state resistances of the
primary-side switches, Rq, the resistances of the transformer primary and secondary
windings, Rpw and Rsw. Since the leakage inductance is utilized as the resonant
inductance, it has no contribution on the total Ro. The Ro causes voltage drop VRo at
the output of the converter due to the load current. Secondary-side rectifiers
similarly cause voltage drop Vf. The equivalent rectifier is placed separately. The
sum of VRo and Vf can be manipulated as the droop voltage to implement the droop
method.
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The primary-side resistances of the designed circuit are shown in Table 2-1.
Component

Resistance

Primary-side switch on state resistance, Rq

240 mΩ

Primary winding, Rpw

202.5 mΩ

Equivalent primary-side resistance, Rpri

442.5 mΩ

Table 2-1. Primary-side resistances of the LLC DCX module.

The equivalent primary-side resistance of the circuit must be referred to the
secondary side. The relationship for this purpose is defined as [38];
=

(2-8)

∗

8∗

The secondary-side resistances of the designed circuit are shown in Table 2-2.
Component

Resistance

Secondary referred primary-side resistance, Rsec

2.2 mΩ

Secondary winding, Rsw

1.3 mΩ

Equivalent output resistance, Ro

3.5 mΩ

Table 2-2. Secondary-side resistances of the LLC DCX module.

The voltage drop caused by the Ro is defined as;
=

∗

(2-9)

In addition, the voltage drop caused by the secondary-side rectifiers can be
approximated from the manufacturer’s datasheet [57];
= 0.18 + 0.016 ∗

(2-10)

where If is the average diode current.
If the total voltage drop caused by the Ro and the secondary-side rectifiers is
employed as the droop voltage and also no-load output voltage set point is selected
as 12.5V, the droop characteristic of the module can be drawn as shown in Fig. 2-8.
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Fig. 2-8. Droop characteristic of the LLC DCX module at fixed resonant frequency
operation.

The required droop voltage 0.75V calculated in Chapter 2.1 is not achieved. The
maximum current sharing error can be calculated as 39.5% from Eq. (2-6) when the
output voltage set point accuracy is determined as the same. This means, in a 400W
two-module array, one module will deliver 19.8A, whereas the other will deliver
13.2A. This situation is not acceptable. It is clear that when the LLC resonant
converter is operated at the resonant frequency, the droop voltage resulting from the
circuit components is not adequate to implement the droop method while meeting
the desired current sharing error. The required droop voltage can be realized by
adding series resistance to the output of the module. It is simple to implement,
however, the series resistance results in excessive power dissipation. As a result, the
droop voltage obtained from the inherent load regulation characteristic is not
adequate and this method cannot be applied.
2.3.

Droop Voltage Implementation by using Resonant Tank

The inherent voltage gain characteristic of the LLC resonant converter can also be
manipulated to implement the required droop voltage. A typical voltage gain
characteristic of the LLC resonant converter having 500kHz resonant frequency is
shown in Fig. 2-9. As can be seen from Fig. 2-9, the voltage gain obtained from the
resonant tank decreases as the load current increases when the converter works at a
fixed switching frequency either in the below or above resonant frequency region.
Switching frequencies of 300kHz and 750kHz are marked in Fig. 2-9 in order to
demonstrate the inherent gain characteristic of the resonant tank.
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Fig. 2-9. Inherent voltage gain characteristic of the LLC resonant converter.

By selecting the operating frequency of the converter, the required droop voltage
can be provided without adding any additional resistance to the circuit. The output
voltage of the resonant tank is defined as;
=

∗

2∗

(2-11)

As can be seen from Fig. 2-9, ΔMg can be utilized to implement the required droop
voltage. ΔMg is the difference between the voltage gain of the resonant tank at no
load and full load conditions, which are Mg_NL and Mg_FL in Fig. 2-9. The required
droop voltage can be obtained without any additional power loss which makes this
approach attractive.
The main drawback of this approach is the operating point of the LLC resonant
converter gets far away from the resonant frequency. Therefore, the efficiency of
the converter decreases. At below resonant frequency region, primary-side RMS
current circulating in the resonant tank increases resulting in increased conduction
losses. At above resonant frequency region, turn off current of the primary-side
switches increases resulting in increased switching losses.
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Fig. 2-10. Droop voltage implementation by using resonant tank.

A sample implementation of this approach is shown in Fig. 2-10. In order to obtain
the droop voltage of 0.75V, the LLC DCX is operated at 300kHz, at below resonant
frequency region. This approach can also be implemented at above resonant
frequency region. The major difference between these regions is the operating
frequency of the converter must be increased much away from the resonant
frequency at above resonant frequency region in order to obtain the required ΔMg.
The voltage gain curves of the resonant tank become less sensitive to the load
condition at above resonant frequency region. On the other hand, at below resonant
frequency region ΔMg can be obtained more easily with a switching frequency close
to the resonant frequency. This situation can be observed in Fig. 2-9.
When voltage gain characteristic of the resonant tank is used to provide the required
droop voltage, any mismatch occurring between the resonant tanks of paralleled
modules results in current sharing mismatch [18]. It is clear that the obtained droop
characteristic is directly dependent on the resonant tank components in this
approach. High gain obtained from the resonant tank makes the LLC resonant
converter sensitive to the operating frequency. At fixed switching frequency
operation, a serious current sharing error may be obtained due to different voltage
gain characteristics.
The resonant tank consists of three passive components: Lr, Cr and Lm which have
some tolerances resulting from mass production. The tolerances of the resonant
components selected for the LLC DCX module are shown in Table 2-3 [39] [40].
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Component

Tolerance

Min.

Typ.

Max.

Unit

Cr

5%

14.2

15

15.8

nF

Lm

3%

62.1

64

65.9

µH

Lr

3%

6.2

6.4

6.6

µH

Table 2-3. The tolerances of the components selected for the LLC DCX module.

To observe the effect of the resonant tank mismatch on current sharing error, a
sample design is conducted and parallel operation of two module, as shown in Fig.
2-11, is simulated in Simplorer software. Resonant tank components are selected
from Table 2-3 to simulate possible resonant tank mismatch that can be resulted
from the mass production of a module. Schematic of the two-module array built in
Simplorer is shown in Fig 2-11.

Fig. 2-11. Two-module array with mismatch in resonant tanks.
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Fig. 2-12. Schematic of the two-module array built in Simplorer.
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Fig. 2-13. Current sharing performance of the two-module array.

Fixed switching frequency operation at 330kHz is selected to obtain the droop
voltage of 0.75V. It should be noted that the transformer turn ratio is arranged as
19:1:1 for the sample design to obtain the desired output voltage range at the output
of the array. No load output voltage of the array is set to 12.6V. Simulation result of
the full load operation is illustrated in Fig. 2-13. From Fig. 2-13, the output voltage
of the array is almost 11.7V. The total output current of the array is 34.2A at full
load steady state operation. The output current of the modules are 25A and 9.2A
respectively. The current sharing error of the two-module array can be calculated as
46% which is unacceptably large.
In conclusion, inherent voltage gain characteristic of the resonant tank can be used
to implement the required droop characteristic. However, the modules may have
different droop characteristics due to their non-identical resonant tanks. This
situation may lead to large current sharing error. Therefore, this method cannot be
employed for the LLC DCX module.
2.4.

Droop Voltage Implementation by using Voltage Feedback Loop

To solve the component mismatch issue, the droop current sharing method can be
implemented actively by using the voltage feedback loop of the converter. For this
purpose, an output current sense signal is injected into the voltage feedback loop to
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modify its characteristic to obtain the required droop voltage. The block diagram of
the active droop method is depicted in Fig. 2-14.

Fig. 2-14. The block diagram of the active droop method.

In Fig. 2-14, VOS and IOS are the sense signals which are proportional to the output
voltage Vo and the output current Io respectively. The sum of these sense signals is
compared to reference voltage VREF at the error amplifier EA. Control loop
minimizes the difference between the VREF and the sum of the sense signals.
Therefore, the output voltage decreases as the output current increases. Control
voltage VC is the output of the EA and it is applied to the voltage-controlled
oscillator VCO to determine the switching frequency fsw of the converter.
In this study, the droop method is implemented by using this approach. The
conversion gain of the LLC resonant converter decreases as the switching frequency
is increased from the below resonant frequency region to the resonant frequency as
shown in Fig. 2-15. The LLC DCX module is designed to operate at the below
resonant frequency region at no load and to operate in the close vicinity of the
resonant frequency at full load. The output voltage of the module is decreased by
increasing the switching frequency as the load current increases. The peak efficiency
of the LLC resonant converter is achieved at the resonant frequency. Therefore,
maximizing full load efficiency is realized by the control algorithm of the LLC DCX
module. An example operating line of the designed module is marked in Fig. 2-15.
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Fig. 2-15. Operating line of the LLC DCX module.

As can be seen from the operating line shown in Fig. 2-15, the LLC DCX module
operates at different frequencies determined by the load condition. Also, in order to
achieve this variable frequency operation, a closed loop control is employed. These
are the main differences between the proposed module and open loop, fixed
frequency designed DCX converters.
The block diagram of the active droop method employed in the LLC DCX module
is shown in Fig. 2-16. Load current is directly sensed from the output of the
converter and a proportionality constant, KI, is applied to this sense signal. A
summer block, an error amplifier EA and a voltage-controlled oscillator VCO are
employed to determine the switching frequency fsw, thus the conversion gain of the
LLC DCX converter. The building blocks of the voltage feedback loop is addressed
in Chapter 4.5 in detail.
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Fig. 2-16. The block diagram of the active droop method employed in the LLC DCX
module.

In this chapter, the droop current sharing method has been reviewed and related
design parameters have been determined for the proposed LLC DCX module. Some
implementation techniques used for the droop method have been investigated. To
implement the droop method, voltage feedback loop of the converter is modified
and the inherent gain characteristic of the LLC resonant converter is utilized.
Compared to the other techniques, this technique does not degrade the efficiency of
the module. In addition, this technique is not affected from any resonant tank
mismatch between the paralleled modules. Next chapter, resonant tank design of
the proposed LLC DCX module will be provided.
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGN OF LLC DCX MODULE

The LLC resonant converter consists of three resonant tank components leading to
design complexity. In this chapter, a methodical design process will be developed
to select the resonant tank components of the proposed LLC DCX module. Voltage
transfer function of the topology will be obtained and then circuit parameters will
be determined in a systematic way.
3.1.

Voltage Transfer Function of the LLC Resonant Converter

To design an LLC resonant converter, voltage transfer function of the topology must
be developed. For this purpose, a circuit model of the converter is required. In order
to obtain a model, the topology can be divided into three main blocks as shown in
Fig. 3-1 [41]:


Square-wave generator: Primary-side switches generate a unipolar squarewave voltage, Vhb, across the resonant tank. Switches are driven in a
complementary way with %50 duty cycle for this purpose. A dead time is
required between the primary-side switches in order to prevent the
possibility of shoot-through and to provide a time interval for ZVS to be
achieved.



Resonant tank: Energy circulates in the resonant circuit due to the applied
voltage, Vhb, and some of it is delivered to the load through the transformer.
A bipolar square-wave voltage, Vpt, appears on the primary-side winding of
the transformer. This voltage is transferred to the secondary side by the turn
ratio, n.
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Rectifiers: In order to convert AC input to DC output and supply the load
resistance Rl, rectification is required on the secondary side of the
transformer. Diodes or synchronous rectifiers can be employed for this
purpose. The output capacitor, Co, smooths the rectified voltage and current
to provide the output voltage, Vo.

Fig. 3-1. Building blocks of the LLC resonant converter.

By considering these blocks, the equivalent circuit of the converter can be drawn as
shown in Fig. 3-2. In Fig. 3-2, Rl' is the primary-referred equivalent load resistance,
Ires is the resonant tank current, ILm is the magnetizing current and Ioe is the
equivalent output current. It is difficult to define equations for the converter circuit
shown in Fig. 3-2 due to the square waveforms of the voltages. Thus, it is difficult
to develop a voltage transfer function.

Fig. 3-2. The equivalent circuit of the converter.
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Fig. 3-3. The equivalent circuit of the converter with FHA method.

In order to simplify the equivalent circuit, operating characteristic of the resonant
tank can be utilized. The resonant tank has the effect of filtering the higher harmonic
components of the applied square wave voltage. Especially when the converter
operates in the vicinity of the resonant frequency, almost a sine wave of current
circulates in the resonant tank. Owing to this feature, the fundamental harmonic of
the square wave can be used as the input voltage in the model while ignoring all
higher-order harmonics and then equations can be defined for the equivalent circuit
using ac analysis. This method is referred to as First Harmonic Approximation
(FHA) method in the literature [38]. It should be noted that the accuracy of the model
obtained with this method decreases as the operating point of the converter gets far
away from the resonant frequency. When the FHA method is applied, the equivalent
circuit of the converter can be redrawn as shown in Fig. 3-3.
In Fig. 3-3, vhb and vpt are the fundamental components of Vhb and Vpt respectively.
RMS magnitudes of vhb and vpt can be defined as;
=

=

√2

2√2

∗

(3-1)

∗

∗

(3-2)

Re is the AC equivalent load resistance which is defined as [38];
=

8∗

∗

(3-3)

From Fig. 3-3, AC voltage gain of the circuit, Mg_AC, can be defined by using the
relationship between the fundamentals;
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From Eq. (3-1), (3-2) and (3-4), voltage transfer function of the converter can be
defined as;
=

_

∗

(3-5)

2∗

where Vin is the input voltage and Vo is the output voltage. Instead of Mg_AC, Mg
will be used as the notation for the voltage gain.
As can be seen from Eq. (3-4), each of the resonant tank component, the load
condition and the switching frequency determine the voltage gain of the converter.
This makes evaluation of the impact of each parameter on the voltage gain difficult
and voltage transfer function described in Eq. (3-5) becomes useless. To make it
more useful, Eq. (3-4) can be expressed in a normalized format by using the resonant
frequency as the base [41]. The normalized frequency fn is defined as;
(3-6)

=

In addition to normalization, two key elements can be defined to convert Eq. (3-4)
into simplified format that is easy to utilize for converter design [42] [43] [44];
(3-7)

=

=

⁄

(3-8)

where Ln is the inductance ratio between Lm and Lr, Qe is the quality factor.
By using Eq. (3-6), (3-7) and (3-8), voltage gain of the circuit can be expressed as;
=

∗
(

+ 1) ∗

−1 + (
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− 1) ∗

∗

∗

(3-9)

In addition, voltage transfer function of the converter can be written as;
=

( ,

,

)∗

2∗

(3-10)

In Eq. (3-10), Ln and Qe are dependent on physical circuit parameters and their
values determine the gain behavior of the circuit with regard to fn or in other words
switching frequency fsw. As stated in Chapter 1.4, variable frequency control is used
in the LLC resonant converter. Once Ln and Qe are selected, Mg can be adjusted by
variable switching frequency. Therefore, major consideration is to select proper Ln
and Qe values in order to design an LLC resonant converter satisfying gain
requirements of the application.
In order to visualize and to understand how Mg behaves with respect to different Ln
and Qe combinations, the curves obtained from Eq. (3-9) are plotted in Fig. 3-4. To
see both the effects of Ln and Qe, Ln is held constant at each plot, respectively 5, 10,
and 15, and Qe is varied between 0.1 and 0.5 for each value of Ln. It should be noted
that ZVS boundary is also shown in Fig. 3-4. The LLC resonant converter cannot
achieve ZVS everywhere in the operating range. ZVS can be achieved only on the
right side of the peak of the gain curves. This boundary is marked with black dashed
lines in Fig. 3-4.
From Fig. 3-4, it is clear that change in load or in other words change in Qe reshapes
the voltage transfer function of the converter for a fixed Ln. Voltage gain of the
circuit decreases as the load increases at the below and above resonant frequency
region. At the resonant frequency, gain is always unity and independent from Ln and
Qe parameters. All curves pass through this point. In addition, increasing Qe shrinks
the gain curve for a fixed Ln and attainable peak gain becomes smaller. On the other
hand, decreasing Ln boosts the gain curve for a fixed Qe. Mg changes more
dramatically with respect to fn and the peak value of Mg becomes larger.
It is clear that Ln and Qe can be selected in various combinations to design a
converter. Trial and error method may be adopted for this purpose. However, it is
time-consuming. Therefore, selection process should be conducted in a systematic
way. Next section, selection of Ln and Qe parameters will be discussed.
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Fig. 3-4. Plots of Mg with different Ln and Qe combinations: (a) Ln = 5, (b) Ln = 10, (c) Ln
= 15.
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3.2.

Selection of Ln and Qe Parameters

Conventionally, LLC resonant converters are designed to have line regulation and
load regulation. In order to achieve these regulations, selected Ln and Qe parameters
should satisfy gain requirements of the application. A typical operating region of a
conventional LLC resonant converter is shown in Fig. 3-5.
In Fig. 3-5, fn_min and fn_max are used to define the minimum and maximum
boundaries for the operating frequency of the converter respectively. Mg_min and
Mg_max shows the minimum and maximum gain levels to achieve line and load
regulation. For instance, operating point of the converter will be point B when the
input voltage is set to its minimum at full load condition whereas it will be point C
when the input voltage is set to its maximum without changing the load. Load
condition also changes the operating point of the converter. Operating point will
move from point C to point D when the output power of the converter is decreased
to no load condition. Generally, the converter is designed to operate at point A,
which is the resonant frequency point, at nominal input voltage and full load
condition.
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Fig. 3-5. A typical operating region of a conventional LLC resonant converter.
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In Fig. 3-5, it is clear that the gain curve presenting point B appears to be the
converter’s actual gain curve at full load condition. Therefore, this point determines
the maximum gain requirement of the converter, Mg_max, which is the most critical
parameter for the design. Only Ln and Qe combinations satisfying maximum gain
requirement can be chosen as a valid design.
In order to evaluate different combinations of Ln and Qe, peak gain curves, which
are shown in Fig. 3-6, can be utilized [42]. These curves show the combinations of
different Ln and Qe values that can attain same peak voltage gain. After maximum
gain requirement of the application is determined, let’s assume it is chosen as 2, any
combination of Ln and Qe appearing on the gain line 2 can be selected as a valid
design. Therefore, these curves can be utilized as data sets for new designs.
These curves can also be redrawn as shown in Fig. 3-7 [41]. In Fig. 3-7, the
horizontal axis is Qe and the vertical axis is attainable peak gain which is determined
by corresponding Ln value. These curves can also be used in a similar way. As shown
in Fig. 3-7, once maximum gain requirement is determined, let’s assume it is chosen
as 2, it can be plotted into the gain curves to select Ln and Qe for the designed
converter.

Fig. 3-6. Relationship between attainable peak gain and Ln-Qe combination [42].
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Fig. 3-7. Redrawn attainable peak gain curves.

The LLC DCX converter designed in this study does not have load regulation. In
fact, it has a predetermined output regulation characteristic to implement the droop
method. Therefore, operating region of the LLC DCX differs from the regulated
LLC resonant converter. Importance of point B is described previously. However,
the LLC DCX does not operate at such a point. The output voltage of the module
decreases as the load increases to implement the droop method which means
required gain decreases with increasing load. Therefore, maximum gain requirement
of the LLC DCX does not appear at full load condition. Since the gain curves shrinks
with increasing load as shown in Fig. 3-5, this situation becomes an advantage for
the design of the LLC DCX.
In order to clarify the LLC DCX situation, point B shown in Fig. 3-5 is investigated.
At full load and minimum input voltage condition, the regulated LLC resonant
converter will operate at point B where the switching frequency is equal to fn_min and
gain is equal to 1.4. As addressed in Chapter 2.3, the maximum gain requirement of
the LLC DCX appears at no load and at the minimum input voltage condition, in
other words when Qe is zero. At this condition, the LLC DCX operates at its
minimum switching frequency. When fn_min is also selected as the minimum
switching frequency level for the LLC DCX, it is clear that attainable peak gain
turns out to be almost 1.8 from Fig. 3-5. Therefore, maximum gain requirement of
the LLC DCX can be satisfied more easily.
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It is clear that load regulation characteristic of the LLC DCX affects the selection of
Ln and Qe. In order to visualize the effect of the predetermined load regulation
characteristic on the selection of Ln and Qe, a simple design methodology is
developed. Firstly, the maximum gain requirement of the LLC DCX module will be
obtained. Secondly, Ln will be determined graphically by using the relationship
/ ,

between Mg_max and Qe. Finally, instead of Qe, characteristic impedance,
parameter will be determined by using circuit analysis to finalize the design.
3.3.

Maximum Gain Requirement of the LLC DCX Module

The LLC DCX’s input voltage range is previously specified as 360V-400VDC.
Also, the output voltage of the converter will change between 12.5V and 11.75V
with respect to the load condition. Therefore, the module will require different
amounts of voltage gain at the output of the resonant tank to operate properly.
Required voltage gain for a specific condition can be determined using Eq. (3-11);
=

∗(

+
/2

)

(3-11)

where Vo is the output voltage of the module and Vdrop is the voltage drop in the
power stage due to power losses. It should be noted that Eq. (3-11) is a rearranged
form of Eq. (3-5).
In order to find minimum and maximum gain requirement of the module, two
endpoints of the operation, namely, no load and full load condition should be
analyzed. Before calculating Mg, Vdrop should be calculated for both full load and no
load condition. In order to calculate Vdrop, the DC equivalent circuit of the converter
shown in Fig. 3-8 is utilized.
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Fig. 3-8. DC equivalent circuit of the LLC DCX.

In Fig. 3-8, Ro is the equivalent DC output resistance which is determined as 3.5 mΩ
in Chapter 2.1. The Ro causes a voltage drop due to the load current. Secondary-side
rectifier also causes voltage drop similarly. However, it must be analyzed separately
because of its nonlinear operation.
At full load, voltage drop on the Ro, VRo, can be determined as;
=

(3-12)

∗

= 17 ∗ 3.5 Ω = 0.06

Voltage drop on the equivalent secondary-side rectifier, Vf, must be investigated in
a different manner. In order to determine Vf, forward voltage drop versus forward
current characteristic of the rectifier can be used. FERD20U50 is selected as the
rectifier for the LLC DCX module. Forward voltage drop versus forward current
characteristic of the FERD20U50 is shown in Fig. 3-9.
At steady state operation, each rectifier conducts half of the output current. As
shown in Fig. 3-9, the forward voltage drop can be determined as 0.33V for 125°C
junction temperature;
= 0.33

Then, Vdrop can be calculated using Eq. (3-13);
=

+

= 0.06 + 0.33 = 0.39
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(3-13)

Fig. 3-9. Forward voltage drop versus forward current characteristic of FERD20U50
device [57].

Then, the output voltage of the resonant tank, Vo', can be calculated using Eq. (314);
ʹ=

+

(3-14)

ʹ = 11.75 + 0.39 = 12.14

Since the converter will operate at its resonant frequency at full load, Mg is equal to
unity. In order to determine the nominal input voltage of the LLC DCX, Eq. (3-11)
can be used. When n is selected as 16, nominal input voltage can be calculated as;
_

≅ 385

which is the output voltage set point of the previous stage, namely, the Boost PFC
converter. The required gain at full load condition is determined as “1” as it is stated
in Chapter 2.4. The converter will operate at the resonant frequency point as it is
desired.
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In order to calculate the required gain at no load condition, a similar process can be
applied. Firstly, at no load condition, the output current is almost zero and hence the
voltage drop on Ro can be taken as;
≅0

In order to calculate the voltage drop on the secondary-side rectifiers at no load, Fig.
3-9 can be utilized. As shown in Fig. 3-9, the forward voltage drop can be
determined as 0.18V for 25°C junction temperature;
= 0.18

Then, the output voltage of the resonant tank can be calculated using Eq. (3-14);
ʹ = 12.5 + 0.18 = 12.68

As a result, the required gain at no load and nominal input voltage condition can be
calculated as 1.054 by using Eq. (3-11).
Required gain values for the no load and full load condition in case of the minimum
and maximum input voltage can be calculated similarly. However, instead of a
single operating point, the required gain values can be represented as a curve with
regard to the LLC DCX’s load regulation characteristic by using Eq. (3-11). In Fig.
3-10, the required gain curves are plotted for the nominal, minimum and maximum
input voltage.
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Fig. 3-10. Gain requirement of the LLC DCX module for different input voltages.

In Fig. 3-10, the vertical axis is the required voltage gain and the horizontal axis is
the output voltage range of the module which is previously determined for the droop
method. The gain curve obtained at the minimum input voltage determines the
maximum gain requirement of the converter, Mg_max. The LLC DCX must be
designed according to this requirement.
Before designing the LLC DCX converter, its switching frequency range should be
specified. The resonant frequency of the converter is specified as 500kHz. Since the
converter requires gain values greater than 1, minimum switching frequency of the
converter is determined as 300kHz. It should be noted that power density of the
module decreases as the minimum switching frequency boundary is decreased.
From Fig 3-10, it is clear that the module requires gain values lower than 1 when
the maximum input voltage is supplied. Therefore, maximum switching frequency
of the converter is determined as 600kHz. It should be noted that switching losses
of the switches increases as the maximum switching frequency boundary is
increased.
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3.4.

Design Method Developed for the LLC DCX Module

To design the LLC DCX module, proper Ln and Qe value satisfying the maximum
gain requirement is going to be selected. Maximum gain requirement of the
converter, Mg_max, is directly dependent on the output regulation characteristic of the
module as shown in Fig. 3-10. Since the output voltage changes with the load
condition, Mg_max is also dependent on the load condition, the value of the Rl. Then,
by using Eq. (3-3) and Eq. (3-8), it is simple to derive dependence of Mg_max on Qe
when a value is chosen for the characteristic impedance,
different

/

/ , in advance. For

values, Mg_max versus Qe curves can be obtained for the designed

converter as shown in Fig. 3-11.
These obtained curves can be placed inside the peak gain curves as shown in Fig. 312 to determine Ln. Design of the converter can be done easily by selecting Ln and
/ .
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Fig. 3-11. The relationship between Mg_max and Qe for different
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/

values.
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Fig. 3-12. Peak gain curves with Mg_max-Qe curves.

It should be noted that the peak gain curves are rearranged by considering 300kHz
minimum switching frequency in Fig 3-12. Since the switching frequency affects
the attainable peak gain value, peak gain curves changes when a minimum
frequency limit is set. This is the reason why the curves are different from the ones
shown in Fig 3-7. As can be seen from Fig. 3-12, the possible largest Ln value is 15
due to the maximum required gain at no load condition. Large Ln value makes
utilization of the leakage inductance of the transformer as the resonant inductor
possible. Otherwise, the resonant inductor must be implemented separately resulting
in reduced power density. After Ln is selected as 15,
/

Fig. 3-12,

/

can be selected. From

can be selected as any value below 40. When

/

is larger

than 40, the resonant tank cannot satisfy the required gain at full load. In other
words, Qe cannot be greater than 0.27 when Ln is selected as 15 for the module.
/

At this stage, the aim is to select a right
Selected

/

value in order to finalize the design.

affects three important design criteria. Firstly, the value of the

resonant capacitor Cr becomes determined when a value is assigned to
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/ ;

=

1
2 ∗

(3-15)

⁄

∗

Secondly, AC voltage rating of the Cr is determined by the selected

/

value.

RMS voltage of the Cr can be determined using Eq. (3-16) [45];

_

=

2∗

∗

+2∗

_

∗

⁄

−

2√2

(3-16)

where Ipri_peak is the primary-side peak current and Vin is the input voltage. It is clear
that maximum RMS voltage appears at the full load and minimum input voltage.
Implementation of the Cr is a critical issue in the design of a high frequency LLC
resonant converter. Cr handles high frequency AC current circulating in the resonant
tank. Therefore, before a capacitor is selected as Cr, its voltage rating has to be
derated with regard to the operating frequency. Generally, Metallized Polypropylene
film capacitors are selected as the resonant capacitor due to their several
characteristics [46]. In Fig. 3-13, voltage derating characteristics of a family of
2000VDC/700VAC rated Metallized Polypropylene film capacitors are shown.

Fig. 3-13. Voltage derating characteristics of EPCOS MKP series [39].
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As can be seen from Fig. 3-13, a 15nF capacitor can withstand only up to 80VAC
when it is operated at 600kHz switching frequency. Therefore, voltage derating
becomes a critical aspect of the design process.
/

From Eq. (3-16), it seems that smaller

will be advantageous when the

resonant capacitor’s RMS voltage is considered. However, the selected

/

value also has impact on the magnitude of the primary-side current. Once

/

is selected, magnetizing inductance Lm becomes determined from Eq. (3-17)
because of the previously selected parameters, namely, f0 and Ln;
=

⁄
∗
2 ∗

(3-17)

Lm directly determines the primary-side RMS current which affects the efficiency
of the converter. Circulating current in the resonant tank decreases as Lm increases.
Primary-side RMS current causes conduction loss on the primary-side switches. By
assuming primary-side current has sinusoidal waveform at the full load condition,
its magnitude can be derived as;

_

=

∗
2∗

+

2∗
2

⁄2
∗2∗

(3-18)

where Io is the output current and fsw is the switching frequency of the converter.
Now, three important design criteria that are affected from the selected
value are clarified. In order to carry out the selection of

/

/

for the designed

LLC DCX module, the curves obtained from Eq. (3-15), (3-16) and (3-18) are
plotted in Fig. 3-14.
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From available commercial products, Cr is selected as 27nF. Therefore,
/

value corresponds to 11.8 as seen from Fig. 3-14. By using these

parameters, circuit parameters can be calculated as shown in Table 3-1.
Circuit Parameter

Calculated Value

Lr

3.8μH

Lm

56μH

Required AL for Lm

219nH/T2

Table 3-1. Circuit parameters resulting from the selected
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/

value.

Previously, the turn ratio n is selected as 16. From available commercial products, a
core with 250nH/T2 is selected. Then, circuit parameters are rearranged as shown in
Table 3-2. Ln is selected as 16, whether or not these parameters can provide the
required gain values will be verified during bench tests.
Circuit Parameter

Selected Value

Selected AL for Lm

250 nH/T2

Lm

64μH

Ln

16

Lr

4μH

Cr

27nF

/

12.1

f0

485kHz

Table 3-2. Rearranged circuit parameters.

3.5.

Required Inductive Energy for ZVS

To achieve ZVS in the primary-side half-bridge switches, sufficient inductive
energy is required during the dead time interval to charge or discharge the drainsource capacitances of these switches. During the dead time, magnetizing current,
ILm, circulates through the drain-source capacitances of the switches and the
resonant tank as shown in Fig. 3-15.
With the help of this circulating current, voltage of the half-bridge node, Vhb, is
discharged to zero at the end of the dead time before turning on Q2 whereas Vhb is
charged to Vin at the end of the dead time before turning on Q1. The equivalent
circuit of the converter during the dead time is shown in Fig. 3-16.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3-15. Circulating magnetizing current (a) before turning on Q2, (b) before turning on
Q1.

Fig. 3-16. Equivalent circuit of the LLC resonant converter during the dead time

In Fig. 3-16, ILm_peak is the peak magnetizing current which can be defined as;
_

=

⁄2
∗2∗

2∗

(3-19)

In order to achieve ZVS, two drain-source capacitances must be charged or
discharged during the dead-time which means Eq. (3-21) must be met;
=

∗

Δ
Δ
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(3-20)

≥2∗

_

∗

(3-21)

where tdead is the dead time and Ceq is the equivalent drain-source capacitance.
From Eq. (3-19) and (3-21), a boundary can be defined for the maximum value of
the Lm;
≤

16 ∗

∗

(3-22)

For the designed LLC DCX module, the dead time is determined as 150nsec and the
equivalent output capacitance of the primary-side MOSFET is equal to 135pF [48].
When maximum switching frequency 600kHz is considered, Lm must be smaller
than 115μH to achieve ZVS. Lm is selected as 64μH previously which ensures soft
switching clearly.
In this chapter, a methodical design process has been developed to select the circuit
components of the proposed LLC DCX module. Firstly, voltage transfer function of
the topology was obtained by using FHA method and the selection of two key design
parameters; Ln and Qe was evaluated for the LLC DCX module. Secondly, circuit
parameters were determined by using peak gain curves and circuit analysis. Finally,
the circuit parameters were analyzed to ensure ZVS operation of the proposed LLC
DCX module.
A conference paper was presented at the 8th International Conference on Power
Electronics, Machines and Drives (PEMD 2016) covering some of the work
presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 [A1]. The paper is given in the Appendix.
Next chapter, implementation of the proposed design will be provided.
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CHAPTER 4

IMPLEMENTATION OF LLC DCX MODULE

LLC DCX module prototype, which is illustrated in Fig. 4-1, is implemented to
verify the feasibility of the design presented in Chapter 3. The dimension of the
module is 106mm × 61mm × 13mm and it achieves 3.36 W/cm3 (55.1 W/in3) power
density. In this chapter, some practical design considerations including transformer
implementation, secondary-side rectifier selection, primary-side MOSFET selection
and control loop implementation are presented for the proposed LLC DCX module.

Fig. 4-1. Prototype of the proposed LLC DCX module.

4.1.

Planar Transformer Design

In a power converter, the transformer can be implemented by using either
conventional wire-wound structures or planar magnetics. Planar transformers have
the following advantages over conventional wire-wound transformers [47]:
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Reduced height (low-profile)



Greater surface area, resulting in improved heat dissipation capability.



Winding structure facilitates interleaving



Less AC winding resistance



Repeatability of winding structure

In order to benefit from these advantages and to achieve high power density, the
transformer of the LLC DCX converter is implemented as a planar transformer. The
designed transformer is shown in Fig. 4-2. The windings of the transformer are
implemented by using multilayer printed circuit boards (PCB) and a planar E core
is utilized. Also, leakage inductance of the planar transformer is used as the resonant
inductor, Lr, of the LLC DCX converter to improve the power density.
The design of a planar transformer requires analysis of both core and copper losses
and also design of winding arrangement. Firstly, a core is selected for the
transformer. Then, the windings are designed by considering the skin effect, the
proximity effect and the interleaving concept.
The worst case for the LLC resonant converter’s transformer is the minimum
switching frequency condition, which is determined as 300kHz previously for the
proposed converter. In this case, magnetic flux density, B, reaches its maximum
value which is critical for both core saturation and core loss. In order to estimate the
effective cross-sectional area of the core Ae, Eq. (4-3) can be used;

Fig. 4-2. Transformer of the LLC DCX module.
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=

2
=

∗

∆
∆

(4-1)

∗∆
∆

(4-2)

=

∗

2∗

⁄2
∗∆ ∗

(4-3)

where ∆B is the maximum flux density swing as shown in Fig. 4-3 and Npri is the
number of primary turns.
In order to avoid from saturation and to decrease the core loss, ∆B is initially chosen
as 300mT. With Vin = 360V, fsw = 300kHz and Npri = 16, the required Ae is calculated
as 63mm2.
E22/6/16 planar E core having 78mm2 core area can be selected for this application
[65]. However, its window breadth is considerably narrow, 5.9mm, leading to larger
DC resistance through the windings. Thus, a larger core is selected.
E32/6/20 planar E core with 3F4 material grade is selected from FERROXCUBE,
which is shown in Fig. 4-4 [40]. The transformer consists of two gapped E-shaped
parts to achieve the required AL value. Its core area is equal to 130mm2.

Fig. 4-3. Maximum flux density swing [49].
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(b)

(a)

(c)
Fig. 4-4. E32/6/20 planar E core: (a) single E-shaped half (b) dimensions in mm (c)
transformer core [40].

From Fig. 4-4, the window breadth is 9.275mm. For E32/6/20 core, the maximum
flux density swing can be calculated as 150mT at 300kHz which means the peak
flux density is 75mT. As shown in Fig. 4-3, the core has a triangular excitation with
50% duty cycle which means in order to calculate the core loss, manufacturer data
for sinusoidal excitation can be utilized [66]. The core loss curves of the selected
material is shown in Fig. 4-5.

Fig. 4-5. Core loss curves of 3F4 material [50].
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The core loss density of the material is determined as 300kW/m3 from Fig. 4-5.
Then, the core loss at 300kHz can be calculated as;
_

= 1.6

_

Loss calculation is also done for 500kHz, the resonant frequency, by considering the
full load operation at nominal input voltage. Core loss at 500kHz can be calculated
as;
_

= 1.1

_

Transformer design also requires analysis of losses in the windings. At high
frequency operation, AC resistance of the windings increases exponentially because
of the skin effect and the proximity effect [51] and hence the windings may lead to
serious power losses. In order to eliminate these effects, thickness of the copper
layers must be considerably less than the skin depth and also primary and secondary
windings must be interleaved [47] [52]. For the designed converter, operating
frequencies and corresponding skin depths belonging to copper at 100 °C are shown
in Table 4-1.
Turn ratio of the transformer is determined as 16:1 and the number of primary turns
is selected as 16 previously. Therefore, the secondary winding will be a single turn.
To have a center-tap configuration, two single turns in series, namely SW1 and SW2,
are implemented in the secondary winding as shown in Fig. 4-6(a). Since the
secondary winding handles high output current, these single turns are realized by
two paralleled turns to decrease the DC resistance of the winding. Parallel turns are
located at two successive layers. In order to implement an interleaved structure,
winding structure is arranged as shown in Fig. 4-6(b).
Operating Frequency

Skin Depth

300kHz

139μm

500kHz

108μm

600kHz

99μm

Table 4-1. Skin depth of copper for different operating frequencies.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 4-6. (a) Transformer windings. (b) Interleaved winding structure.
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It is not possible to implement this interleaved structure in a single PCB due to the
manufacturing constraints. Therefore, in order to realize this structure, two different
PCBs are manufactured. For the primary winding, a PCB having 8 turns at 8 layers
is manufactured which is shown in Fig. 4-7. 8 turns are connected in series with
interlayer vias. This PCB is utilized to implement the 8-turn primary winding at each
interleaving section. Therefore, two of this kind of PCB are used in the transformer.
For the secondary winding, a PCB having 4 turns at 4 layers is manufactured which
is shown in Fig. 4-8. As previously mentioned, turns located at 1st and 2nd layers are
paralleled for the first turn whereas turns located at 3rd and 4th layers are paralleled
for the second turn of the center-tap winding. Thus, the secondary winding is
implemented in a single 4-layer PCB. This PCB is also used for implementing the
power and control stages of the LLC DCX converter.
Via

29mm

15mm

5mm

Fig. 4-7. 8-turn 8-layer PCB manufactured for the primary winding.

8mm
15mm
29mm
Via

Fig. 4-8. 4-turn 4-layer PCB manufactured for the secondary winding.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 4-9. Transformer winding: (a) sandwiched PCBs. (b) with planar E core.

With the help of these three PCBs, transformer winding is realized in a sandwiched
structure as shown in Fig. 4-9. To connect 8-turn primary winding sections to each
other, in other words upper and lower PCBs, a trace is implemented in the middle
PCB which already hosts the secondary winding.
The primary winding section is located at eight layers. In order to avoid from high
AC resistance, thickness of the copper layers is determined as 35μm which is
considerably less than the skin depth values shown in Table 5. It is clear that AC
resistance of the winding becomes maximum at 600kHz. From Dowell’s formula,
AC resistance of the winding is equal to 1.02 times of DC resistance at 600kHz [67].
Since the skin depths of 500kHz and 600kHz are almost the same, the ratio can also
be used for 500kHz. Primary winding current is equal to the resonant tank current,
IR. The waveform of the IR at the resonant frequency is shown in Fig. 1-12
previously. It has almost a sinusoidal waveform which means the primary winding
current has only AC component. Primary RMS current can be determined as 1.6A
from Fig. 3-14. The DC resistance of the primary winding is calculated for copper
at 100 °C by using the trace width and the mean turn length which are determined
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as 5mm and 88mm respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 4-7, there exist interlayer
vias on the primary winding leading to increased DC resistance. Due to these vias,
50% margin is put on the DC resistance of the primary winding;
_

= 280

_

Then, AC resistance of the winding and primary winding copper loss can be
calculated as;
_

_

_

=

= 286

_

_

_

∗

_

_

= 0.72

Center-tap configuration is used for the secondary winding which puts additional
layer within the winding structure. When one side of the center-tap conducts, the
other side acts as a passive layer in the high field region. It will have equal and
opposite currents flowing on its two surfaces leading to significant loss [47]. In order
to avoid from high AC resistance, thickness of the copper layers should be kept
smaller than the skin depth. Thickness of the copper layer is determined as 35μm to
decrease the AC resistance of the 1-turn secondary winding. Each section consists
of a single layer secondary winding. From Dowell’s formula, AC resistance of the
winding is equal to 1.01 times of DC resistance at 500kHz [67]. Trace width of the
secondary winding is determined as 8mm and the mean turn length is taken as
88mm. As can be seen from Fig. 4-8, there exist interlayer vias on the secondary
winding leading to increased DC resistance. Due to these vias, 50% margin is put
on the DC resistance of the secondary winding. For copper at 100 °C, DC and AC
resistance of the each secondary winding can be calculated as;
_

_

_

_

= 5.4
= 5.45
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To calculate the current flowing on each winding, the total secondary-side RMS
current can be calculated as;
=

_

2√2

∗

= 18.9

The RMS current of each winding can be calculated as;
_

=

_

√2 ∗

_

= 13.36

2

The DC current of each winding can be calculated as;
_

=

_

√2 ∗

_

= 8.5

The AC RMS current of each winding can be calculated as;
_

_

=

_

_

−

_

_

= 10.3

_

Then, secondary-side winding copper loss can be calculated as;
_

_

_

=2∗

_

_

_

=2∗

_

_

_

_

=

_

_

_

∗

_

_

_

= 0.78

_

_

∗

_

_

_

+

_

_

= 1.13
_

(4-4)

= 1.91

_

The total winding copper loss of the transformer can be calculated as;
_

_

=
_

_

_

_

+

= 2.63
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_

_

(4-5)

Fig. 4-10 shows a breakdown of theoretical power losses of the module at the full
load of nominal input voltage condition.
Total Power Loss = 3.73W
Primary Winding
Copper Loss
0,72W
19%

Secondary
Winding Copper
Loss
1,91W
51%

Core Loss
1,1W
30%

Fig. 4-10. Loss breakdown of the planar transformer.

4.1.1. Leakage Inductance of the Planar Transformer
Some flux generated by the primary winding do not link with the secondary winding
and leaks from the magnetic core. These flux lines complete their paths through the
air, winding layers and insulator layers. The energy stored in this magnetic field
appears as series leakage inductance, Lleak, in the equivalent electrical circuit.
Leakage inductance of the planar transformer is used as the resonant inductor of the
proposed LLC DCX converter to improve the power density. Therefore, the
magnitude of the leakage inductance becomes a critical aspect of the design process.
The magnitude of the leakage inductance can be calculated by analyzing magneto
motive force (MMF) and energy distribution through the planar transformer [53]
[54]. MMF distribution through the planar transformer is shown in Fig. 4-11.
In Fig. 4-11, hpri is the thickness of primary-side turn, hins_pri is the thickness of
primary-side insulator, hsec is the thickness of secondary-side turn, hins_sec is the
thickness of secondary-side insulator, hspace is the space between primary and
secondary windings arising from kapton tape and PCB coating, wpri is the width of
each primary-side turn and wsec is the width of each secondary-side turn. It should
be noted that the center-tap turn SW2 does not conduct in Fig. 4-11, it acts as a
passive layer.
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Fig. 4-11. MMF distribution through the planar transformer.
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Since permeability can be taken constant through the winding and insulator layers,
the energy density associated with the leakage field can be defined as;
=

=

1
∗
2

∗

(Joules/m )

1
∗μ ∗
2

(Joules/m )

(4-6)
(4-7)

The stored energy in any portion of the layers can be defined as;
1
∗μ ∗
2

=

(4-8)

The differential volume can be defined as l × w × dy for the planar transformer from
Fig. 4-11. l is the mean turn length and w is the turn width. The total energy
associated with the leakage inductance can defined as the sum of the energy stored
in each elementary layer;
=

1
∗μ ∗
2

∗ ∗

(4-9)

The field intensity, H, depends on the total ampere-turns linked by the leakage flux
path. By assuming the stored energy is entirely contained in the core window, the
flux path can be taken equal to the turn width, w. If windings are spaced uniformly,
H can be taken constant throughout the layers. Therefore, for the first primary
winding layer, H can be expressed by;
∗
∗ℎ

=

(4-10)

Similarly, H can be expressed by Eq. (4-11) for the first insulator layer;
=

(4-11)

For other layers, H can be expressed similarly. Then, the total energy can be written
using Eq. (4-9);
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∗ ∗
_

∗ ∗

Primary referred leakage inductance can be obtained from the associated stored
energy;
=

1
∗
2

∗

(4-13)

The proposed planar transformer has been built with: hpri = 35 µm, hins_pri = 220 µm,
hsec = 35 µm, hins_sec = 300 µm, hspace = 250µm, wpri = 5 mm, wsec = 8 mm. Using Eq.
(4-12) and Eq. (4-13), the leakage inductance can be calculated as 3.53 µH. It is
measured as 3.87uH with an RLC meter. Measurement is done from the primaryside winding of the transformer while secondary-side windings are shorted. To
achieve better matching, finite element analysis (FEA) can be used. It is clear that
the magnitude of the leakage inductance can be changed by adjusting the physical
parameters of the planar transformer: copper thickness and width, insulator
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thickness between layers, the space between primary and secondary winding,
number of turns and interleaving arrangement.
4.2.

Secondary-side Rectifiers

It is difficult to implement synchronous rectification (SR) in the LLC resonant
converter. Unlike PWM converters, driving signals of the primary-side switches
cannot be applied to the secondary-side switches directly for the LLC resonant
converter. Generally, specific IC controllers are employed to generate the driving
signals of the SR MOSFETs. This makes SR implementation both complex and
expensive. For the designed LLC DCX, Field-Effect Rectifier Diode (FERD)
technology is selected for the secondary-side rectifiers to achieve a rectification
performance close to that of SR MOSFETs. FERD is an attractive technology for
applications where SR with MOSFETs is complex and the efficiency of the Schottky
diode is limited. FERD devices have low conduction losses thanks to their low
forward voltage drop and low reverse leakage current. In addition, they have the
ability of fast recovery and high frequency operation without large electromagnetic
interference [55].
FERD technology uses aspects of MOSFET structure to provide a good combination
of performance of conventional Schottky technology and reliability of PN-junction
technology. Fig. 4-12 shows a typical structure and equivalent schematic
representation of an FERD device [56].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4-12. (a) A typical structure of an FERD device [56]. (b) Schematic representation of
an FERD device [55].
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As shown in Fig. 4-12, an FERD device can be represented as a MOSFET in which
the gate node is shorted to the source node. Polarity of the FERD is the same with
the intrinsic body diode but structural parameters are rearranged to have a high
performance diode. Basically, gate oxide thickness, channel length, distance
between channels and doping concentrations of layers are modified for this purpose.
FERD20U50 from ST Microelectronics is selected as the secondary-side rectifier
which is shown in Fig. 4-13 [57]. It has a low-profile, small footprint package: 5mm
× 6mm × 1mm.
The key parameters of the FERD20U50 are shown in Table 4-3. In addition, two
commercial Schottky diodes with similar ratings and packages are also shown in
Table 4-3 to obtain a direct comparison between FERD and Schottky technologies.
Since the forward voltage drop, Vf, and the reverse leakage current, Ileak, are the
major performance characteristics of a rectifier, Vf*Ileak is used as a figure of merit
(FOM) in Table 4-2.

Cathode

5mm

6mm

Anode

Fig. 4-13. Secondary-side rectifier: FERD20U50 (a) top side (b) bottom side.
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Parameter
Repetitive Peak
Reverse Voltage
Vrrm
Forward Voltage
Drop
If =20A, TJ =25°C
Vf
Reverse Leakage
Current
Vr=Vrrm,
TJ=125°C
Ileak
Junction
Capacitance
Vr=Vrrm, TJ=25°C
CJ
FOM = Vf * Ileak

FERD20U50
ST Microelectronics

MBR2045EMFS
On Semiconductor

V20PL50-M3
VISHAY

50V

45V

50V

0.45V

0.51V

0.51V

60mA

100mA

60mA

300pF

400pF

450pF

27mV*A

51mV*A

30.6mV*A

Table 4-2. Comparison of FERD20U50 and two Schottky diodes.

As can be seen from Table 4-2, the FERD20U50 shows performance improvement
when the FOM is considered which is better by a factor of 1.89 and 1.13 compared
to MBR2045EMFS and V20PL50-M3 respectively.
From Table 4-2, the FERD20U50 has low junction capacitance similar to Schottky
diodes and hence it has almost zero reverse recovery charge, Qrr. It can be operated
at high frequency without reverse recovery loss. For the LLC DCX, Qrr becomes
critical only when it is operated at the above resonant frequency region. In this
region, the secondary-side diodes are not turned off under ZCS condition and
reverse recovery loss may occur. The LLC DCX is designed to operate mainly at
the below resonant frequency region and at the resonant frequency as stated in
Chapter 2.4. Therefore, having zero Qrr is not a significant advantage for the rectifier
performance.
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4.2.1. Loss calculation for secondary-side rectifiers
Power losses of a fast recovery diode can be divided into two parts:


Conduction loss due to the forward voltage drop



Reverse loss due to the reverse leakage current

To calculate the total power loss of each secondary-side, these components should
be calculated separately. Eq. (4-14) can be used to calculate the total power loss;
_

_

=

∗(

∗

_

+

∗

_

) + (1 − ) ∗

∗

(4-14)

where D is the duty cycle of the rectifier, Vf is the forward voltage drop resulting
from the average forward current If_avg, Ron is the on-state resistance of the rectifier,
If_RMS is the RMS value of the forward current, Vrev is the reverse voltage across the
rectifier during off-state and Ileak is the reverse leakage current.
The designed LLC DCX will generally operate at the nominal input voltage and full
load condition since it is cascaded with a regulated Boost PFC converter. Therefore,
the power losses are calculated for this operating condition. For this operating
condition, current waveform seen on each diode is shown in Fig. 4-14.

Fig. 4-14. Current waveform of each secondary-side rectifier.
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As can be seen from Fig. 4-14, forward current of the rectifier changes almost
sinusoidally which means the forward voltage drop also changes in time. Since it is
difficult to determine the equivalent value of the forward voltage drop, average
forward power dissipation versus average forward current curves of

the

FERD20U50, which are shown in Fig. 4-15, are utilized to determine the conduction
losses. The curves are given in the manufacturer datasheet. In Fig. 4-15, the
horizontal axis is the average forward current and the vertical axis is power
dissipation. δ represents the duty cycle of the diode in which it conducts the average
forward current.
From Fig. 4-15, the average value of the forward current is almost equal to 8.5A and
the duty cycle is equal to 0.5. Then, the power dissipation resulting from the forward
voltage drop can determined as;
_

_

= 3.8

_

Fig. 4-15. Average forward power dissipation versus average forward current curves for
FERD20U50 [57].
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Fig. 4-16. Reverse leakage current versus applied reverse voltage for FERD20U50 [57].

To calculate the power loss during off state, reverse leakage current of the diode
must be determined. Fig. 4-16 shows typical reverse leakage current values of the
FERD20U50 with regard to applied reverse voltage. In center-tap configuration, the
diodes see a reverse voltage that is two times of the output voltage. The maximum
output voltage of the LLC DCX is specified as 12.5V previously. Then, the value of
the reverse leakage current can be determined as 16mA for 125°C junction
temperature. As a result, the reverse loss of the each diode can be calculated as;
_

_

_

= (1 − ) ∗

_

_

(4-15)

= 0.5 ∗ 25 ∗ 16

_

_

∗

_

= 0.2

_

For the LLC DCX, the total power loss of the secondary-side rectifier can be
calculated as;
_

_

=

_

_

_

_

_

=4
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+

_

_

_

(4-16)

Fig. 4-17 shows a breakdown of power losses of the secondary-side rectifier at the
full load of nominal input voltage condition.
Total Power Loss = 4W
Conduction
Loss
3,8W
95%

Reverse Loss
0,2W
5%

Fig. 4-17. Loss breakdown of the secondary-side rectifier.

4.3.

Primary-side MOSFETs

Selecting a suitable primary-side MOSFET is not only important for improving the
efficiency of an LLC resonant converter, but also it plays a critical role in the overall
reliability [28]. For the selection of the primary-side MOSFET, the LLC resonant
converter has three main considerations [58]:


Achieving ZVS operation



Reducing gate drive losses



Avoiding from incomplete reverse recovery of the body diode

As addressed in Chapter 3.4, achieving ZVS operation is dependent on the
magnetizing current ILm, the equivalent drain-source capacitance of the primary-side
MOSFET Ceq, the dead time tdead and the switching frequency fsw. In order to
maintain ZVS operation, the resonant tank should have sufficient inductive energy
for the entire operating conditions. In addition, the gate driver signals should have
sufficient dead time to allow inductive energy to charge/discharge the Ceq of the
MOSFETs. By selecting a MOSFET with lower Ceq, ZVS can be achieved more
easily under the same amount of inductive energy. Therefore, the dead time can be
reduced. Smaller dead time results in reduced conduction losses due to the lower
RMS values of currents through the converter. Therefore, the efficiency of the
converter can be improved.
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Selecting a power MOSFET with smaller ZVS total gate charge Qg_ZVS as a primaryside switch improves the efficiency of the LLC resonant converter. With lower
Qg_ZVS, gate drive losses can be reduced. Also, lower Qg_ZVS provides faster
switching times and hence turn-off switching losses can be diminished.
Reverse recovery characteristics of the intrinsic body diode is also critical in the
selection of the primary-side MOSFET. The body diode of the each primary-side
MOSFET conducts during dead time intervals because of the current circulating in
the resonant tank. Fig. 4-18 illustrates the time intervals (1, 2, 3, 4) in which low
side MOSFET Q2 or its body diode DQ2 conducts.
In time interval 1, the Ceq of Q2 is discharged completely and DQ2 starts to conduct
the resonant tank current. In 2, DQ2 is forward biased by the resonant tank current.
In 3, Q2 is turned on by the gate signal and the current flows through Q2 from source
to drain due to its low on state resistance. In 4, the current changes its polarity and
it flows through Q2 from drain to source. At the end of 4, Q2 is turned-off and the
current charges the Ceq of Q2 to input voltage level.

Fig. 4-18. Current and voltage waveforms of low side MOSFET, Q2.
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It is clear that DQ2 should be reverse biased sufficiently during the time interval 4 in
order to avoid from stresses related to reverse recovery. Especially at light load and
high switching frequencies, both magnitude and duration of the reverse bias across
DQ2 decreases. If DQ2 is not recovered completely when Q1 is turned on, Q2 cannot
block the reverse voltage immediately. A reverse recovery current with high di/dt
flows through the device. If the reverse recovery current is large enough, the voltage
induced across the channel of the MOSFET can turn on the intrinsic bipolar
transistor [28]. This situation leads to the failure of the device due to the large current
that will flow after the intrinsic bipolar transistor is turned on. In order to avoid from
this issue, super-junction MOSFETs can be employed as primary-side switches.
Vertical structure of these MOSFETs inherently prevents this type of failure [28].
For the LLC DCX, STL33N60M2 from ST Microelectronics is selected as the
primary-side MOSFET [48]. The key parameters of the STL33N60M2 are shown in
Table 4-3.
Parameter
Maximum Drain-Source Voltage
Vds
Maximum Gate-Source Voltage
Vgs
Gate-Source Threshold Voltage
Vgs_th
Typical Drain-Source Resistance
Rds_on
Total Gate Charge
Qg
Gate Charge ZVS Operation
Qg_ZVS
Reverse Recovery Time
trr
Reverse Recovery Charge
Qrr

STL33N60M2
600V
±25V
2V < Vgs_th < 4V
115mΩ
45.5nC
27nC
375nsec
5.6µC

Table 4-3. The key parameters of the primary-side MOSFET: STL33N60M2.

4.3.1. Loss calculation for primary-side MOSFETs
The total power loss of a primary-side MOSFET can be divided into three parts:
conduction loss, switching loss and gate drive loss. The conduction loss of each
MOSFET can be calculated using Eq. (4-17) and (4-18);
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_

_

=

_
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_

(4-17)

_

_

=

_

∗

_

(4-18)

2

where Ipri_mos_RMS is the primary-side MOSFET RMS current which can be estimated
as half of primary-side peak current Ipri_peak and Rds_on is the drain-source resistance.
The STL33N60M2 has 240mΩ drain-source resistance when junction temperature
is 125°C. Primary-side peak current is calculated as 2.26A. Then, the conduction
loss can be calculated as;
_

_

= 0.3

_

The LLC resonant converter achieves ZVS switching. Therefore, the turn-on loss of
the primary-side MOSFETs is negligible. The turn-off loss can be estimated using
Eq. (4-19) [45];
_

_

_

∗

=

_

_

∗

(4-19)

12
= 0.83

_

The gate drive loss becomes critical at high switching frequencies. The gate drive
loss of each MOSFET can be calculated using Eq. (4-20);
_

_

=

_

_

_

∗

_

∗

(4-20)

= 0.2

_

where Vgs is the gate drive voltage which is selected as 15V for the LLC DCX
converter.
_

_

=

_

_

+

_
_

_

_

_

= 1.33
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+

_

_

_

(4-21)

Fig. 4-19 shows a breakdown of power losses of the primary-side MOSFET at the
full load of nominal input voltage condition.
Total Power Loss = 1.33W
Gate Drive Loss
0,2W
15%

Switching Loss
0,83W
62%

Conduction
Loss
0,3W
23%

Fig. 4-19. Loss breakdown of the primary-side MOSFET.

Fig. 4-20 shows a breakdown of theoretical power losses of the module at the full
load of nominal input voltage condition. The total power loss is calculated as
14.84W and the estimated efficiency of the module is 93%.

Primary-side
MOSFETs
2,66W
18%

Total Power Loss = 14.84W

Secondary-side
Rectifiers
8W
54%

Resonant
Capacitor
0,3W
2%
Output Capacitor
0,15W
1% Transformer
3,73W
25%

Fig. 4-20. Loss breakdown of the proposed module.
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4.4.

Building Blocks of the LLC DCX Converter

The circuit of the proposed LLC DCX converter consists of five major building
blocks: power stage, output current sense stage, voltage feedback loop stage, control
stage and gate drive stage as shown in Fig. 4-21.

Fig. 4-21. Building blocks of the LLC DCX converter.

The circuit components of the power stage are shown in Fig. 4-22 in detail. Selection
of the resonant tank components was addressed in Chapter 3 in detail. The output
capacitor of the converter is determined as 3.96mF to have a 100mV peak-to-peak
ripple voltage at the output. Tantalum electrolytic capacitors are employed as they
have low ESR.
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Fig. 4-22. Power stage of the LLC DCX converter.

As stated in Chapter 2.4, the output current sense signal is injected into the voltage
feedback loop to implement the droop method. To obtain the output current sense
signal, a high-side current sense amplifier IC is utilized as shown in Fig. 4-23. The
output current is sensed from 1mΩ resistor and then filtered to avoid from noises.
The maximum value of the current sense amplifier output signal, CSOUT, is equal to
0.85V when 17A full load current is drawn.
The output current sense signal is injected into the voltage feedback loop by using a
non-inverting summer which is implemented with an op-amp as shown in Fig. 4-24.
At the output of the non-inverting summer, an error amplifier and an optocoupler
are employed to implement voltage feedback loop compensation and isolation. Type
2 compensation is employed. The feedback signal, FB, is obtained at the output of
the optocoupler.

Fig. 4-23. Output current sense stage of the LLC DCX converter.
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Fig. 4-24. Non-inverting summer and voltage feedback loop of the LLC DCX converter.

The design of the voltage feedback loop is addressed in Chapter 4.5 in detail. The
no-load output voltage set point of the module is arranged within the specified limits,
±0.3%, by using a rheostat in the voltage divider.
NCP1395 resonant mode controller from On Semiconductor is employed as the
controller [59]. The NCP1395 has a built-in voltage controlled oscillator, VCO, and
produces gate drive signals by using the feedback signal at its FB pin as shown in
Fig. 4-25. It provides dead time generation, minimum and maximum switching
frequency setting and soft-start functions. The high side and low side gate drive
output of the NCP1395 are digital signals. Therefore, these outputs cannot handle
the required current for gate driving. A gate driver IC is employed in order to drive
primary-side MOSFETs properly as shown in Fig. 4-25. It uses the bootstrap
technique to drive high and low side MOSFET together. It receives the digital gate
drive signals from the NCP1395 and turns on and off MOSFETs Q1 and Q2.
Basically, the bootstrap gate driver turns of firstly Q2 with the help of VCC supply.
Once Q2 is on, HB node turns out to be ground. The bootstrap capacitor CBOOT
charges through the bootstrap diode DBOOT to VCC level. Then, the gate driver turns
off Q2. In order to turn on Q1, the charge stored in CBOOT is used. The gate driver
connects VBOOT node to the high side output when the dead time is finished to turn
on Q1. This operation continues in a sequential manner.
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Fig. 4-25. The controller and gate drive stage of the LLC DCX converter.

4.5.

Voltage Feedback Loop Design

To achieve closed loop stability, a compensation circuit must be inserted into the
voltage feedback loop of an LLC resonant converter. The compensation circuit
ensures adequate phase and gain margins by shaping the loop characteristic. For the
proposed LLC DCX converter, type 2 compensation circuit, which is shown in Fig.
4-26, is employed.

Fig. 4-26. Type 2 compensation circuit.

In Fig. 4-26, the op-amp circuit transfer function has an origin pole plus a zero. The
second pole is placed after the optocoupler. The transfer function equation of the
compensator can be written as [60];
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In Eq. (4-23), the mid-band gain, G0, consists of two parts: the optocoupler circuit,
G1, cascaded with the op-amp circuit, G2. CTR is the optocoupler current transfer
ratio which is specific to the selected device. It directly affects the mid-band gain of
the loop and upper limit of the crossover frequency to be selected. By increasing
RPULLDOWN, the mid-band gain can be increased but this also means placing the high
frequency pole presented in Eq. (4-23) at lower frequency. Therefore, selecting large
RPULLDOWN may lead to reduction of the selected crossover frequency. On the other
hand, the mid-band gain can be increased by decreasing RLED. The lower limit for
the RLED appears from the controller NCP1395. The NCP1395 can withstand
maximum 10V at its FB pin. Then, the minimum value of the RLED can be derived
as;
_

≥

(

−

−
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10

∗

(4-28)

where VEE is the RLED bias voltage, Vof is the optocoupler diode forward voltage
drop, Vol is the op-amp low output voltage level, CTRMAX is the maximum current
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transfer ratio of the optocoupler. RPULLDOWN and RLED are selected as 500Ω and 1kΩ
respectively for the LLC DCX converter.
The capacitor, C2, represents the total capacitor on the emitter node of the
optocoupler. The C2 consists of two parts: the added external capacitance CEX from
emitter to ground and the optocoupler parasitic output capacitance COPTO. These
capacitors appear in parallel in the circuit:
2

=

(4-29)

||

COPTO plays an important role in the compensation circuit. Its effect is unavoidable.
If the value of COPTO is large compared to CEX, it determines the characteristic of the
compensation circuit. Since it cannot be changed, it limits the placement of the high
frequency pole. In this case, reduction of the selected crossover frequency or
exploring new pole/zero combinations can be adopted as a solution. The parasitic
output capacitance of the selected device is obtained by measuring. The
measurement setup used for this purpose is shown in Fig. 4-27.

Fig. 4-27. Measurement setup for the parasitic output capacitance of an optocoupler [60].

In Fig. 4-27, DC operating point of the optocoupler is fixed with the help of resistors
RPULLUP and RFORWARD and DC sources VBIAS1 and VBIAS2. A signal generator is used
as an AC source. The injected AC signal is measured from node A and the
transferred AC signal is measured from node B. By using AC sweep, the pole
introduced by the COPTO is measured as 50kHz for the selected device. The value of
the COPTO can be calculated from;
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The COPTO parameter of the selected device is determined as 7nF.
Now the transfer function of the power stage, H(s), must be extracted in order to
calculate the compensator parameters. Since a practical small-signal model is not
available for the LLC resonant converter, transfer function of the power stage is
obtained by measuring. For this purpose, the measurement setup shown in Fig. 4.28
is implemented [61] [62].

Fig. 4-28. Setup to measure the power stage transfer function of an LLC resonant
converter.

As shown in Fig. 4-28, the voltage feedback loop of the LLC resonant converter is
break with 20Ω to inject a small signal. Small signal injection is done by using a
signal generator. T1 is a commercial 50Hz transformer which is used to isolate the
injected signal. By using an oscilloscope, the signal injected into the loop can be
measured from node B whereas the resultant signal coming outside the power stage
can be measured from node A. Similarly, the effect of compensation circuit on the
injected signal can be measured from node C. By using a frequency sweeping signal,
transfer functions of the stages can be measured as;
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( )=

(4-31)

( )=

(4-32)

Also, the open loop transfer function G(s) × H(s) can be measured and the crossover
frequency, phase and gain margin can be observed from;
( )∗ ( ) =

(4-33)

To measure the power stage transfer function, firstly, the converter must work
properly. The measurement will be done while the converter is operating and the
loop is closed. Therefore, the loop must be stable initially. Otherwise, the converter
may have failure. For this purpose, a large-value capacitor can be selected for C1 to
push the loop bandwidth low enough and to obtain a stable loop. The initial value
of C1 can be between 100nF and 1µF.
For the LLC DCX converter, C1 is selected as 100nF initially. Other parameters are
selected as: R1 = 10kΩ, R2 = 1kΩ, C2 = 100pF. The transfer function of the power
stage is drawn by taking multiple measurements at different frequencies as shown
in Fig. 4-29.
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Fig. 4-29. Bode plots of the power stage.

As can be seen from Fig. 4-29, the power stage gain crosses over the 0-dB axis at
900Hz. It has small DC gain. It has phase rotation larger than -70° above 900Hz. In
order to obtain a good input rejection and a low output impedance, open loop DC
gain must be large [63]. It is clear that the power stage DC gain is low. Therefore, a
right compensation circuit must be employed to obtain safe gain and phase margins.
Before selecting compensator parameters, the open loop crossover frequency must
be determined. In power converters, it is common to place the crossover frequency
to 1/5th or 1/10th of the switching frequency. The minimum switching frequency of
the LLC DCX is determined as 300kHz previously which means the crossover
frequency can be 60kHz or 30kHz. However, such frequencies are very large to
implement with a compensation circuit having an optocoupler and its parasitic
output capacitance. In order to enlarge the crossover frequency range, the loop midband gain must be improved considerably. This is only possible by arranging the
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DC operating point of the optocoupler, in other words, by increasing DC currents
circulating in the compensation circuit. However, this leads excessive power
consumption on resistors such as RPULLDOWN and RLED. In order to avoid from such
a situation, the crossover frequency, fcrossover, of the proposed LLC DCX is
determined as 5kHz. It is clear that selecting a small crossover frequency means the
converter output will have large undershoots and overshoots during transients since
it reacts slowly. However, this feature is not so critical for an unregulated converter.
From Fig. 4-29, the power stage gain is almost equal to -14dB at 5kHz. The
compensator should have 14dB gain boost at 5kHz to place the crossover frequency
to the desired point. The optocoupler circuit gain is determined by the selected
device and the resistor values;
1

=

∗

= 0.5 ∗

500
1000

= 0.25

Then, the op-amp circuit gain can be calculated as;
14

2

=

=
1

1020
0.25

= 20

From Eq. (4-24), R1 and R2 values are selected as 10kΩ and 200kΩ respectively.
Now, the total phase rotation of the open loop transfer function should be
investigated to determine how much phase boost is required at 5kHz to obtain a safe
phase margin. Phase margin can be defined as how much the total phase rotation of
the open loop transfer function is less than -360° at the crossover frequency. The
power stage has -83° phase rotation and the compensator circuit has -270° total
phase rotation which means only 7° margin will be obtained. To have a 60° phase
margin, the required phase boost at 5kHz can be calculated as;
= −360 + 83° + 270° + 60° = 53°

The required phase boost can be achieved by adjusting the places of the zero and
the pole. For this purpose Eq. (4-34) and Eq. (4-35) can be used [63];
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=

tan(

tan2

)+

(4-34)

+1 ∗

2

=

(4-35)

The pole and the zero is put at 14.9kHz and 1.67kHz respectively. From Eq. (4-26)
and (4-27), C1 and C2 values are determined as 450pF and 22nF respectively. From
Eq. (4-29), CEX is equal to 15nF. The transfer function of the designed compensator
is shown in Fig. 4-30.
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Fig. 4-30. Bode plots of the designed compensator.
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The obtained parameters are placed into the LLC DCX compensator circuit and the
open loop transfer function is measured similarly. Fig. 4-31 shows the open loop
bode plots of the LLC DCX converter. As can be seen from Fig. 4-31, the crossover
frequency is measured as 8kHz. The phase margin is equal to 60.5°. As shown in
Fig. 4-31, the phase plot cannot be obtained for the frequencies smaller than 1kHz
due to the noises in the circuit. The measurements are not accurate in this region.
Because of the same reason, the gain margin cannot be measured. Transient response
characteristics of the LLC DCX module are evaluated in Chapter 5 in detail.

Fig. 4-31. Open loop bode plots of the LLC DCX converter.

Important design considerations related to planar transformer, leakage inductance,
primary-side MOSFETs, secondary-side rectifiers and voltage feedback loop have
been described in this chapter. Building blocks of the proposed module have been
provided in detail. Practical implementation of these blocks are presented.
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this chapter, performance characteristics of the proposed LLC DCX module are
presented. A two-module array 400W front-end DC/DC converter and a threemodule array having 2+1 redundancy configuration have been built and tested to
evaluate current sharing performance of the module.
5.1.

Test Results of Individual LLC DCX Module

In order to measure the output regulation characteristic of the module, an electronic
load was used to draw the desired output current from the module and the output
voltage was measured instantaneously. The measured output regulation
characteristic is shown in Fig. 5-1. The output voltage is 12.55V at no load and
11.77V at full load. It changes almost linearly from no load to full load.

Fig. 5-1. Output regulation characteristic of the module.
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Fig. 5-2 and Fig. 5-3 show the critical waveforms at no load and full load conditions
for the nominal input voltage. As can be seen from Fig. 5-2 and Fig. 5-3, ZVS
operation is achieved. The half-bridge node drops to zero before the low-side
MOSFET Q2 is turned on. In Fig. 5-3, the resonant tank current, Ires, is almost a
sinusoidal current which means the converter is operating at the resonant frequency.
As stated in Chapter 3.3, the converter is operating at the desired point at full load
and nominal input voltage condition.

Fig. 5-2. Critical waveforms through the module at no load: CH1 (orange) = Ires, CH2
(blue) = Vhb, CH3 (purple) = Vgs of Q2.
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Fig. 5-3. Critical waveforms through the module at full load: CH1 (orange) = Ires, CH2
(blue) = Vhb, CH3 (purple) = Vgs of Q2.

Gate-source voltage waveform of the Q2 is shown in Fig. 5-4 in detail. Since the
drain-source voltage of Q2 is already zero when the gate is supplied, the drain-gate
capacitance, Cgd, does not sink charge. Therefore, there is no flat portion on the
waveform, which is called Miller plateau. This situation also shows the converter is
operating with soft-switching [64].
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Fig. 5-4. Gate-source voltage waveform of the MOSFET Q2: CH1 (orange) = Ires, CH2
(blue) = Vhb, CH3 (purple) = Vgs of Q2.

The critical waveforms through the converter for the maximum and minimum input
voltage conditions are shown in Fig. 5-5 and Fig. 5-6 respectively. The switching
frequency of the converter is 360kHz when the input voltage is 360V whereas it is
685kHz when the input voltage is 400V.
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Fig. 5-5. Critical waveforms through the module at full load of minimum input voltage:
CH1 (orange) = Ires, CH2 (blue) = Vhb, CH3 (purple) = Vgs of Q2, CH4 (green) = Vo.

Fig. 5-6. Critical waveforms through the module at full load of maximum input voltage:
CH1 (orange) = Ires, CH2 (blue) = Vhb, CH3 (purple) = Vgs of Q2.
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The measured efficiency of the module for different load and input voltage
conditions is shown in Fig. 5-7. The module reaches 89.9% maximum efficiency at
full load when the nominal input voltage is supplied.

Fig. 5-7. Efficiency of the proposed module.

It should be noted that the measured efficiency at the full load of nominal voltage is
considerably lower than the theoretical value calculated in Chapter 4. In Chapter 4,
some power losses cannot be calculated analytically. For instance, winding losses
resulting from fringing fields due to the air gap are not studied [69]. Also, winding
losses resulting from the passive layer of the center-tap configuration are not
included [51]. In addition, the vias between turns increase AC resistances of the
windings and their effects must be analyzed [70]. In order to estimate more
accurately these power losses, FEA must be applied and then transformer design can
be optimized.
The LLC DCX module was also tested under transient load conditions. Output
voltage response to a load step of 1A to 17A (slew rate = 1A/µsec) is shown in Fig.
5-8. The output voltage decreases almost 750mV from no load to full load condition
as it is desired. It passes momentarily below the desired output level 11.75V by a
voltage of 150mV and then it recovers.
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Fig. 5-8. Output voltage response to a load step of 1A to 17A: CH1 = Io (orange), CH4 =
Vo (green).

Output voltage response to a load step of 17A to 1A (slew rate = 1A/µsec) is shown
in Fig. 5-9. The output overshoots by a voltage of 60mV. Then, it recovers by going
through a small undershoot.

Fig. 5-9. Output voltage response to a load step of 17A to 1A: CH1 = Io (orange), CH4 =
Vo (green).
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Transient response characteristics of the module can be improved by increasing the
crossover frequency of the open loop transfer function, which is implemented as 8
kHz in Chapter 4.5. For this purpose, DC gain of the open loop transfer function can
be increased by changing circuit parameters. For instance, DC operating point of the
optocoupler can be changed to improve DC gain of the compensation circuit.
However, power consumption of the compensation circuit also increases at the same
time. The trade-off should be evaluated in the design stage.
Fig. 5-10 shows the output voltage ripple at full load condition. The output voltage
peak-to-peak ripple is about 105mV. It should be noted that the ripple voltage can
be increased or decreased by changing the output capacitor value.

Fig. 5-10. Output voltage ripple at full load condition: CH1 = Io (orange), CH4 = Vo
(green).
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In order to observe thermal behaviors of the circuit components, thermal imaging
technique was applied. Thermal images of the module was captured at the full load
and nominal input voltage condition. Two heat sinks, which are shown in Fig. 5-11,
were placed on the primary-side MOSFETs and secondary-side rectifiers in order to
ensure continuous safe operation of the module.
Fig. 5-12 and Fig 5-13 show thermal images of the module captured by thermal
camera. The ambient temperature was 25 °C and thermal images were captured after
10 minutes operation. Fig. 5-12 shows the upper side of the module where heat sinks
were placed. The highest temperature was recorded as 59.4 °C at the transformer
winding. Fig. 5-13 shows the bottom side of the module. There exist some hot spots
on the bottom side of the PCB due to the primary-side MOSFETs and secondaryside rectifiers which are soldered on the opposite side. The highest temperature was
recorded as 83.9 °C under the secondary-side rectifiers.

Heat Sink 2

Heat Sink 1

Fig. 5-11. Two heat sinks used for the module.
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Heat Sink 1

Transformer
Core

Heat Sink 2

Fig. 5-12. Thermal image of the upper side of the module

Transformer
Winding
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Transformer
Opposite side of
Core
Secondary-side Rectifiers

Fig. 5-13. Thermal image of the bottom side of the module.

Transformer
Opposite side of
Primary-side MOSFETs Winding

5.2.

Test Results of Modular Front-end DC-DC converter

5.2.1. Two-module 400W Front-end DC-DC converter
A two-module array 400W front-end DC/DC converter, which is shown in Fig. 514, has been built and tested to evaluate the current sharing performance of the
module.

Module 2

Module 1

Fig. 5-14. Two-module array 400W front-end DC/DC converter.

The front-end DC/DC converter was loaded from no load to full load and each
module’s output current was measured to determine the current sharing error of the
array. Current sharing error for each load condition is shown in Fig. 5-15. As shown
in Fig. 5-15, the current sharing error is smaller than 10% for the output currents
larger than 6A. At light load conditions, the error becomes larger than 10% due to
the nonlinearity in the output regulation characteristic shown in Fig. 5-1.
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Fig. 5-15. Current sharing error between two modules.

Current sharing performance of the LLC DCX module was also tested under
transient load conditions. Current sharing response of the modules to a load step of
17A to 34A (slew rate = 1A/µsec) is shown in Fig. 5-16. As shown in Fig. 5-16, the
output current of the Module 1 is 8.8A initially whereas it is 8.2A for the Module 2.
After the load step, both of the modules increase their output currents in a similar
manner. However, the Module 1 has a larger overshoot 21.6A while it is 18.6A for
the Module 2. Then, the output currents settle to their steady-state values 17.8A and
16.2A respectively.

Fig. 5-16. Current sharing response of two modules to a load step of 17A to 34A: CH1 = Io
of Module 1 (orange), CH2 = Io of Module 2 (blue), CH4 = Vo (green).
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Current sharing response of the modules to a load step of 34A to 17A (slew rate =
1A/µsec) is shown in Fig. 5-17. From Fig. 5-17, the output current of the Module 1
is 17.8A initially whereas it is 16.2A for the Module 2. After the load step, both of
the modules decrease their output currents in a similar manner. However, the
Module 1 has a larger undershoot 4.5A while it is 7.2A for the Module 2. Then, the
output currents settle to their steady-state values 8.8A and 8.2A respectively.
As shown in Fig. 5-16 and 5-17, transient current sharing performance of the
modules was tested with a half load step and there are considerable current
oscillations on the output current of the Module 1. In Fig. 5-16, after the load step,
the difference between the module currents reaches its maximum, 3A, while it is
1.6A at steady-state. Similarly, Module 1’s output current has a larger undershoot
in Fig. 5-17. As a result, droop method’s dynamic current sharing performance is
not as good as its steady-state performance [71].

Fig. 5-17. Current sharing response of the modules to a load step of 34A to 17A: CH1 = Io
of Module 1 (orange), CH2 = Io of Module 2 (blue), CH4 = Vo (green).
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5.2.2. 2+1 Three-module Front-end DC-DC converter
A redundant LLC DCX module was added to the two-module front-end DC/DC
converter in order to build a fault-tolerant converter. Three-module array having 2+1
redundancy configuration is shown in Fig. 5-18. The module was placed as a hot
redundant unit. It will operate continuously in the array and in case of a failure it
will take over loading by increasing its output power. In such a configuration, the
converter can resume supply without any break.

Redundant
Module

Module 2

Module 1
Fig. 5-18. Three-module array having 2+1 redundancy configuration.
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To observe the current sharing performance of the modules, two different tests were
conducted. Firstly, 400W is drawn from the array and each module’s output current
is measured at steady-state to evaluate the maximum current sharing error. The
results of the measurements are shown in Table 5-1.
Output current of 2+1 front-end DC/DC converter

34A

Output current of Module 1

11.7A

Output current of Module 2

10.7A

Output current of redundant module

11.6A

Maximum current sharing error

8.8%

Table 5-1. Steady-state current sharing performance of the 2+1 front-end DC/DC
converter.

Secondly, in order to demonstrate the effect of a module failure on the array, the
Module 1 was turned off (the input supply of the module is removed with a circuit
breaker) while the output power was 400W. When the Module 1 was turned off, the
Module 2 and the redundant module shared the total output power. Transient current
sharing performance of the array in this situation is shown in Fig. 5-19. As shown
in Fig. 5-19, at the beginning, the modules share the total output power equally.
Then, the output current of Module 1 decreases to zero quickly after it is turned off.
At the same time, the remaining modules increase their output currents by almost
5.9A to compensate for the gap in the supply. It should be noted that only the output
current of the redundant module is shown in Fig. 5-19. The response of the Module
2 is very similar. Fig. 5-20 shows how the output voltage changes when the Module
1 was turned off. After Module 1 is removed, the output voltage of the converter
decreases almost 300mV to settle 11.77V since now each module conducts almost
17A. 2+1 three-module front-end DC-DC converter can resume power supply
without any break as shown in Fig 5-20.
In this chapter, performance characteristics of the proposed LLC DCX module has
been presented. Both steady-state and transient current sharing performance of the
module has been demonstrated by testing a two-module array 400W front-end DCDC converter and a three-module 400W front-end DC-DC converter having 2+1
redundancy configuration.
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Fig. 5-19. Transient current sharing performance of the three-module array: CH1 = Io of
Module 1 (orange), CH2 = Io of redundant module (blue).

Fig. 5-20. Output voltage response of the three-module array: CH4 = Output Voltage
(green).
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS and FUTURE WORK

6.1.

Conclusions

A traditional high-power front-end DC/DC converter can be replaced with an array
of paralleled standardized converter modules when modular design is applied.
Modular front-end DC/DC converters achieve many desirable properties:
expandability of output power capacity, redundancy implementation, simplified
thermal management and reduced design cost. However, in order to benefit from
modular design, load current sharing must be accomplished among the paralleled
modules.
In this thesis, an LLC resonant converter has been designed and implemented as an
unregulated DCX module to be employed in modular front-end DC/DC converters.
In order to achieve current sharing capability, the droop current sharing method was
employed in the proposed module.
The droop current sharing method has been reviewed and key design parameters
have been determined for the proposed LLC DCX module. To implement the droop
method, voltage feedback loop of the converter and inherent gain characteristic of
the LLC resonant converter topology were manipulated. This approach does not
degrade the efficiency of the module. In addition, it is not affected from any resonant
tank mismatch among the paralleled modules.
To design the proposed LLC DCX module, a methodical design process has been
developed. The proposed method can be used to design the LLC resonant converter
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topology as an DCX employing the droop current sharing method. Voltage transfer
function of the topology was obtained by using FHA method and key design
parameters were determined to select the circuit components of the resonant tank.
The design of the proposed module was finalized by using peak gain curves and
circuit analysis.
Practical design considerations related to primary-side MOSFETs and secondaryside rectifiers were addressed. In order to build a low-profile module, a planar
transformer was employed in the LLC DCX module. Critical design considerations
related to the planar transformer was described. To achieve high power density, the
leakage inductance of the transformer was utilized as the resonant inductance of the
topology. The magnitude of the leakage inductance was analyzed and important
design parameters were presented.
To achieve closed loop stability, a compensation circuit was designed and
implemented in the proposed module. Power plant transfer function of the LLC
DCX converter was obtained through bench tests. Type 2 compensation circuit with
an optocoupler was employed to reshape the loop transfer function and to achieve
isolation. The circuit implementation was studied in detail.
A 500kHz 200W LLC DCX module converting 360-400VDC input to 12.511.75VDC output has been built and its performance characteristics has been
demonstrated. The proposed module achieved desired load regulation characteristic
and 89.9% efficiency at full load of nominal input voltage. Two LLC DCX modules
connected in parallel shared the load current effectively. At steady-state, current
sharing error of the two-module front-end DC/DC converter was found as 9.4% at
full load. Dynamic current sharing performance of the droop method was evaluated
and it was observed that its performance is not as good as its steady-state
performance.
Three-module front-end DC/DC converter which has 2+1 redundancy configuration
was implemented and both steady-state and transient current sharing performance
of the proposed module was investigated. It was observed that the front-end DC/DC
converter can continue to operate in case of a failure thanks to the redundant module.
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A conference paper was presented at the 8th International Conference on Power
Electronics, Machines and Drives (PEMD 2016) covering some of the work
conducted in this thesis.
6.2.

Future Work

The LLC DCX module presented in this thesis achieved 3.36 W/cm3 (55.1 W/in3)
power density and reached 89.9% maximum efficiency at full load. In addition,
current sharing feature is realized effectively. While the proposed design has
demonstrated good performance characteristics, some possible future works may be
conducted to further improve the proposed DCX module:


Design optimization: A methodical design process has been developed to
select the resonant tank components of the LLC DCX module. However, the
proposed design methodology does not include any optimization strategy.
Basically, it provides a set of resonant tank components satisfying the
required voltage gain. An optimization procedure may be developed for the
proposed design method to maximize the efficiency of the DCX module.



Transformer design optimization: A low-profile planar transformer has
been implemented in the LLC DCX module. To design the planar
transformer, core losses, winding losses, winding arrangement and leakage
inductance has been analyzed conventionally and it is not designed
optimally. At high switching frequencies, copper losses and core losses
increase significantly and effect considerably the overall efficiency of the
module. To achieve an optimal transformer design, the relationship between
the losses and the design parameters such as switching frequency, conductor
positions, number of turns, interlayer vias, core material, core geometry and
air gap position has to be studied. In addition, FEA simulations should be
applied to determine the losses and leakage inductance of the planar
transformer.



Synchronous Rectification: Secondary-side rectifiers are one of the major
loss contributors of the design. To improve the efficiency of the module,
synchronous rectification (SR) can be employed. However, it is difficult to
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implement SR in the LLC resonant converter. Unlike PWM converters,
driving signals of the primary-side switches cannot be applied to the
secondary-side switches directly for the LLC resonant converter. Some
alternative techniques has already been developed for this purpose in the
literature. These techniques can be studied and applied in the proposed
module to further improve the efficiency.
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Abstract
Traditional high-power centralized front-end DC/DC converter
can be replaced with an array of paralleled standardized
DC/DC transformer (DCX) modules when load current sharing
is accomplished between individual modules. In this study, an
LLC resonant converter is proposed as an unregulated DCX
module, which has current sharing capability. Current sharing
feature is implemented by using the droop current sharing
method. A methodical design process is presented for the
selection of the resonant tank components. A 500kHz, 100W
LLC DCX module having 360-410V input and 12.5-12.1V
output is designed and tested. Current sharing performance of
the proposed module is demonstrated using a two-module array
200W front-end DC/DC converter.

Fig. 1. DPS with modular approach.

1 Introduction
High efficiency, high power density, improved reliability and
cost-effectiveness are the ever-present design requirements of
power supplies. In order to meet these requirements,
Distributed Power System (DPS) architectures are widely
adopted in modern power supplies thanks to their many
benefits [1, 2]. A typical DPS with intermediate bus
architecture employs power factor correction (PFC) converter,
front-end DC/DC converter and multiple point-of-load
converters (POLs). With modular approach, these stages can
be configured as an array of paralleled standardized converter
modules as shown in Fig. 1. By this configuration, it is possible
to achieve expandability of output power capacity, simplified
thermal management, redundancy implementation and hence
improved reliability.
In Fig. 1, power processing functions are distributed among the
converter blocks. The front-end DC/DC converter provides an
isolated low voltage distribution bus to power the non-isolated
POLs which are employed for voltage level generation and
regulation. Therefore, the front-end DC/DC converter can be
designed as a semi-regulated or unregulated single-output
DC/DC converter, which is referred to as DC/DC transformer
(DCX) [3]. DCX can achieve high efficiency with high power
density [4, 5]. The front-end DC/DC converter can be designed
modularly by using standardized DCX modules as shown in
Fig 2.

Fig. 2. Modular front-end DC/DC converter based on DCX modules.

In Fig. 2, in order to benefit from paralleling, load current
sharing among the DCX modules is required. Parallel modules
do not share the load current inherently due to the mismatches
in the power stage and control parameters [6]. Some of the
modules in the array may deliver a disproportionate fraction of
the load current unless forced current sharing method is
designed into the array. In a current-sharing array, modules
deliver almost the same amount of power. Thus, they tend to
have similar working temperatures during operation. As a
result, modules have similar service lives resulting in improved
reliability.
The LLC resonant converter, which is shown in Fig. 3, is an
attractive topology for implementing an unregulated DCX
module [7]. Primary-side switches of the LLC resonant
converter can achieve zero voltage switching (ZVS) for no load
to full load range. In addition, turn-off current of the primaryside switches are low. Also, secondary-side switches can
achieve zero current switching (ZCS). As a result, the LLC
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resonant converter can achieve high efficiency levels while
operating at high switching frequencies.

regulation characteristics of the modules must be properly
designed.
In order to implement the droop method, pre-selection of the
output voltage set point accuracy can be adopted as

Fig. 3. LLC resonant converter

Although LLC resonant converters were used as DCXs in
previous studies [4, 5, 8, 9], array operation and current sharing
topics were not addressed. In [10-12], current sharing methods
are developed for interleaved LLC resonant converter modules.
However, the proposed current sharing methods are not
suitable for the design of a standardized DCX module. Design
of an unregulated LLC DCX module with current sharing
capability was presented in [13], but additional components
were employed in the topology in order to implement the
current sharing method.

(a)

In this study, an LLC resonant converter is proposed as an
unregulated DC-DC transformer (DCX) module. A 500kHz,
100W LLC DCX module having 360-410V input and 12.512.1V output is designed. In order to realize current sharing
feature, the droop current sharing method is employed in the
LLC DCX module. A closed-loop control is utilized to
implement the droop method actively. In addition, a design
method is developed for the selection of the resonant tank
components. A two-module array 200W front-end DC/DC
converter is built and current sharing performance is tested.

(b)

In Section 2, the droop current sharing method for the LLC
resonant converter is reviewed. Section 3 presents a closedloop control that is employed for implementing the droop
current sharing method. Section 4 provides the design method
developed for the LLC DCX module. Finally, Section 5
presents the experimental results.

Fig. 4. (a) Parallel connection of two power converters. (b) Load
regulation characteristics of the paralleled converters.

a design approach. Then, the required load regulation slope can
be determined to ensure the specified current sharing accuracy.
It should be noted that there is a trade-off between the slope
and the load regulation range. Output voltage droop increases
as the load regulation slope becomes steeper.
The desired load regulation characteristic of the LLC DCX
module to implement the droop method is shown in Fig. 5.

2 Droop Current Sharing Method for the LLC
Resonant Converter
The proposed LLC DCX module employs the droop current
sharing method, in which current sharing is achieved by load
regulation characteristics of the paralleled converters [14]. Fig.
4 shows the parallel connection of two power converters to
demonstrate the droop method. As shown in Fig. 4(b), in this
method, current sharing among the converters is determined by
either the difference between the output voltage set points (Vo1,
Vo2) or the difference between the slopes of the load regulation
characteristics (Ro1, Ro2) of the converters. Due to the
mismatches in these parameters, power converter #1 delivers
slightly more load current than power converter #2, when the
output voltage is equal to Vo. In order to achieve an acceptable
current sharing accuracy (i.e. the difference between the
current amounts delivered by individual modules), load

Fig. 5. Load regulation characteristic of the LLC DCX module

The droop voltage, Vd, and droop resistance, Rd, are defined as;
V = V(

)

R = V ⁄I(

− V(
)

)

(1)
(2)

where V(NL) and V(FL) are the no load and full load output
voltage respectively and I(FL)is the full load output current.
Load regulation characteristics of N LLC DCX modules
connected in parallel as an array, which share a total load
current Io, are depicted in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the
load regulation characteristics of the modules lie within the
defined output voltage set point accuracy range ±ΔVo(SP). The
module with the highest output voltage set point delivers
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the highest current, IH, whereas the one with the lowest output
voltage set point delivers the lowest current, IL.
The difference between the highest and the lowest module
current is defined as;
∆

=2∗∆

(

)⁄

(3)

Inherent voltage gain characteristic of the LLC resonant
converter can be manipulated to implement the droop voltage.
A typical voltage gain characteristic of the LLC resonant
converter having 500kHz resonant frequency is shown in Fig.
8. As can be seen from Fig. 8, the voltage gain obtained from
the resonant tank decreases as the load current increases when
the converter works at a fixed switching frequency either in the
below or above resonant frequency region.

Voltage Gain, Mg=(2*n*Vo/Vin)

2

Fig. 6. Load regulation characteristics of N LLC DCX modules
connected in parallel

Then, the maximum relative current sharing error can be
defined as [14];
= ∆ ⁄( ⁄ )

(

(5)

)

From Eq. (3), (4) and (5), the maximum relative current sharing
error can be redefined as;
= 2∗∆

(

)⁄

(6)

For the array of the LLC DCX modules, the current sharing
error is specified as 15%. For a good trade-off between the
output voltage set point accuracy and the droop voltage, the
output voltage set point accuracy is determined as ±0.25%.
From Eq. (6), the required droop voltage can be calculated as
0.4V when the output voltage set point is selected as 12.5V.
Output voltage range of the module is arranged such that the
output voltage is 12.5V at no load and 12.1V at full load. Fig.
7 shows the required load regulation characteristic of the LLC
DCX module to implement the droop method with the
specified current sharing error.

M

g

M

g(FL)
fsw=300kHz

g

fsw=750kHz

0.5

fsw/fo

1

4

Fig. 8. A typical voltage gain characteristic of the LLC resonant
converter

Io/N is equal to the full load current of single module;
( ⁄ )=

M

0
0.1

(4)

Mg(NL)

1.5

1

No Load
20% Load
40% Load
60% Load
80% Load
Full Load

Switching frequencies of 300kHz and 750kHz are marked in
Fig. 8 to demonstrate the inherent gain characteristic of the
resonant tank. ΔMg is the difference between the voltage gain
of the resonant tank at no load and full load conditions, which
are Mg(NL) and Mg(FL) in Fig. 8. By selecting the operating
frequency, required droop voltage can be obtained as shown in
Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Droop voltage implementation by using inherent gain
characteristic

Fig. 7. Required load regulation characteristic for the LLC DCX
module

3 Droop Voltage Implementation by using
Voltage Feedback Loop

The main drawback of this approach is the operating point of
the converter gets far away from the resonant frequency. The
peak efficiency of the LLC resonant converter is achieved at
the resonant frequency. Therefore, efficiency of the converter
decreases. In addition, the droop characteristic is directly
dependent on the resonant tank components. Therefore, any
mismatch occurring between the resonant tanks of paralleled
DCX modules results in current sharing mismatch. High gain
obtained from the resonant tank makes the converter sensitive
to the operating frequency. In this approach, a serious current
sharing error may be occurred due to non-identical voltage gain
characteristics of the paralleled modules. To solve the resonant
tank mismatch issue, the droop method can be implemented
actively by using the voltage feedback loop of the converter. In
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order to implement the droop method actively, an output
current sense signal is injected into the voltage feedback loop
to modify its characteristic to obtain required droop voltage as
shown in Fig. 10.

implement the active droop method. Also, the nominal input
voltage of the module is selected as 384V.

4 Design Method Developed for the LLC DCX
Module
Conventionally, LLC resonant converters are designed to have
line regulation and load regulation. In order to achieve these
regulations, design of the resonant tank should satisfy
maximum gain requirement of the application. The resonant
tank consists of three passive components causing design
complexity; resonant inductance Lr, resonant capacitance Cr
and magnetizing inductance Lm. Two key elements are
commonly used in the resonant tank design;
=

Fig. 10. The block diagram of the active droop method

In Fig. 10, VOS and IOS are the sense signals which are
proportional to the output voltage Vo and output current Io
respectively. The sum of these sense signals is compared to
reference voltage VREF at the error amplifier EA. Control loop
ensures that the output voltage decreases as the output current
increases. Control voltage Vc is the output of the EA and it is
applied to the voltage-controlled oscillator VCO to determine
the switching frequency fsw of the converter.
In this study, the droop method is implemented by using this
approach. The conversion gain of the LLC resonant converter
decreases as the switching frequency is increased from the
below resonant frequency region to the resonant frequency as
shown in Fig 11. The LLC DCX module is designed to operate
at the below resonant frequency region at no load and to
operate in the close vicinity of the resonant frequency at full
load. The output voltage of the module is decreased by
switching frequency as the load current increases. Therefore,
maximizing full load efficiency is realized by the control
algorithm of the LLC DCX module. An example operating line
of the designed module is marked in Fig. 11.

=

The LLC DCX module designed in this paper does not have
load regulation. In fact, it has a predetermined output
regulation characteristic to implement the droop method. In
order to visualize the effect of the predetermined regulation
characteristic on the selection of Ln and Qe, a simple design
methodology is developed.
Firstly, the maximum gain requirement of the module is
obtained, which can be determined using Eq. (12);

Below
Resonant
Freq.

_

1.2

0.8
0.6
0,1

Full
Load
Operating
line

fsw/fo

1

=

∗(

)
_

(12)

⁄

where Vo is the output voltage, Vdrop is the voltage drop in the
power stage due to power losses and Vin_min is the minimum
input voltage. Mg_max changes with the output voltage of the
module. Dependence of Mg_max on the output voltage is shown
in Fig. 12 for the designed module.

No
Load

1

(10)

∗

Ln and Qe determine the gain behaviour of the resonant tank
with regard to the switching frequency. For different Ln and Qe
combinations, attainable peak gain of the resonant tank
changes. Peak gain curves obtained from different Ln and Qe
values can be utilized in the design of the LLC resonant
converter to determine the resonant tank components [15].

4

Fig. 11. Operating line of the LLC DCX module

As can be seen from the operating line shown in Fig. 11, the
LLC DCX module operates at different frequencies determined
by the load condition. The resonant frequency of the LLC DCX
module is determined as 500kHz. The switching frequency
range of the module is determined as 300kHz-600kHz to
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Maximum Required Gain, M gmax

Voltage Gain, Mg=(2*n*Vo/Vin)

1.4

/
∗

where Ln is the inductance ratio between Lm and Lr, Qe is the
quality factor, n is the transformer turn ratio and RL is load
resistance.

1.8
1.6

(9)

1.24
1.22
1.2
1.18
1.16
1.14
1.12

12.5

12.45

12.4

12.35

12.3

12.25

Output Voltage, V

12.2

12.15

12.1

o

Fig. 12. Dependence of Mg_max on the output voltage

12.05

Since the output voltage changes with the load condition,
Mg_max is also dependent on the load, RL. Then, by using Eq.
(10), it is simple to derive dependence of Mg_max on Qe, when a
⁄ value is chosen. For different
⁄ values, maximum
required gain versus Qe curves can be obtained for the designed
converter as shown in Fig. 13.

Maximum Required Gain, M

gmax

1.24

 L /C = 10
r

1.22

⁄
From Eq. (14), it seems that smaller
will be
advantageous when the resonant capacitor’s RMS voltage is
⁄ value also has impact on
considered. However, selected
⁄ is selected, magnetizing
the primary-side current. Once
inductance Lm becomes determined because of previously
selected parameters, namely, fo and Ln;

r

 L /C = 20
r

r

 L /C = 30

1.2

r

r

 L /C = 40
r

r

1.18

1.16
1.14

1.12

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4

Cr handles high frequency AC current circulating in the
resonant tank. Before a capacitor is selected as Cr, its voltage
rating has to be derated with regard to the operating frequency.
For example, a 15nF metallized polypropylene film capacitor
rated at 700V RMS can withstand only up to 80V RMS with a
600kHz switching frequency [16]. Therefore, voltage derating
becomes a critical aspect of the design process.

0.45

Fig. 13. The relationship between Mg_max and Qe for different
values

⁄

1.24

∗

⁄
∗ ∗

(16)

where Io is the output current and fsw is the switching frequency
of the converter.

Ln=7
1.2

Ln=8
Ln=9

1.18

⁄ for the designed
In order to carry out the selection of
LLC DCX module, the curves obtained from Eq. (14), (15) and
(16) are plotted in Fig. 15.
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∗
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∗

Lm directly determines the primary-side RMS current which
affects the efficiency of the converter. Primary-side RMS
current causes conduction loss on the primary-side switches.
By assuming primary-side current has sinusoidal waveform, its
magnitude can be derived as;

1.26

e

Attainable Peak Gain with L -Q Combination

These obtained curves can be placed inside the peak gain
curves as shown in Fig. 14 to determine Ln. Design of the
⁄ .
converter can be done easily by selecting Ln and

⁄

∗

=

Qe

0.5

Qe

Fig. 14. Peak gain curves

Capacitor(nF)

As can be seen from Fig. 14, the largest possible Ln value is 9
due to the maximum required gain at no load condition. After
⁄ can be selected. From Fig. 14,
⁄
Ln is selected as 9,
⁄ is larger
can be selected as any value below 32. When
than 32, the resonant tank cannot satisfy the required gain at
full load. In other words, Qe cannot be greater than 0.34 when
Ln is selected as 9 for the module.

=

∗

∗

Primary RMS Current(A)

⁄ value in order
At this stage, the aim is to select proper
⁄ affects three important
to finalize the design. Selected
design criteria. Firstly, the value of the resonant capacitor Cr is
⁄ .
determined from Eq. (13) when a value is assigned to
It should be noted that fo is previously selected as 500kHz.

(13)

⁄

Secondly, voltage rating of the Cr is determined by the selected
⁄
value. RMS voltage of the resonant capacitor can be
determined using Eq. (14);
_
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Fig. 15. The selection of

(14)

where Ipri_pk is the primary-side peak current and Vin is the input
voltage.

5 Experimental Implementation
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⁄

The prototype of a 500kHz, 100W LLC DCX module with
360-410V input and 12.5-12.1V output is implemented as
shown in Fig. 16. Cr is selected as 15nF and then corresponding
⁄ value is 21.2 as shown in Fig. 15. Lm is implemented as
62μH. Leakage inductance of the transformer is used as Lr
which is 6.5uH. The dimensions of the module are
104mm*66mm*15mm.
Fig. 19. Efficiency of the module

Two LLC DCX modules are connected in parallel to observe
the current sharing performance. Current sharing errors for
different load conditions are shown in Table 1. Output voltage
set points of the modules are 12.52V and 12.51V.
Output
Current
(A)
CS Error
(%)

Fig. 16. The prototype of the LLC DCX module

The output regulation characteristic of the module achieved for
the droop method is shown in Fig. 17.
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Table 1. Current sharing performance of the two-module array

6 Conclusion

Fig. 17. The output regulation characteristic of the module

The experimental waveforms when the input voltage is 384V
and the output voltage is 12.1V are shown in Fig. 18. It can be
seen that ZVS is achieved and the module operates in close
vicinity of the resonant frequency at full load condition.

In this paper, an LLC DCX module having current sharing
capability is designed and implemented. Design and
implementation of the droop current sharing method and the
selection of the resonant tank components are presented.
Experimental results shows that the proposed module achieves
desired load regulation characteristic and 87.5% efficiency at
full load. Two LLC DCX modules connected in
parallel achieve 0.9% current sharing error at full load.
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